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The BG News

MONDAY, Sept. 21, 1998

A daily independent student press

Leading the pack

Volume 85

"The University will support student groups, but no group
will have power without student support/'
Maryann Russell
USGVP

Students

...first?

■ Men's and women's
cross country teams
place high in weekend
Mel Brodt Invitational.

Students looking to be top priority
□ University students give their
views on the "students first"
policy.

■ Cal Ripken ends
streak by sitting out
during Sunday night at
2,632 consecutive
games.

By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News

■ Men's soccer team
loses to Bradley In a
close 1 -0 game.

BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS

A Look
at the
University

■ Clinton's grand jury
testimony will be
released today. The
video shows the
president admitting to
explicit sexual details of
his relationship with
Monica Lewinsky.

Students question TAs' teaching qualifications

■ A dorm fire at Murray
State University in
Murray, Ky. killed one
person and injured 15
over the weekend.

□ Each department
utilizes graduate assistants differently to
help ease the load on
professors and keep
classes smaller.

Bowling Green cross country runner Hanane Sabri leads the pack of
women athletes during, the Mel Brodt Invitational held at the University this weekend. The Falcon women finished Hist at the tournament, which Included 14 teams. It was the Falcons' second win In
three meets. For more coverage and full Information, turn to page
seven.
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QUOTI
"Read carefully
anything that requires
your signature.
Remember the big
print giveth and the
small print taketh
away."
anonymous

Visit our new website
crossword puzzles from
the past week and interactive reporting:
WWW.

bgnews.com
If you have a news tip or
have an Idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966
'

The University wants to put students first in all
aspects, but some students said the University is
falling just a little short.
"I think the University generally has the students' best interest at heart, but it is not always able
to follow through," said Richard Hughes, president of the Graduate Student Senate.
"Students First" is a University initiative that
began fall semester 19%. Its initial intention was to
increase enrollment, but the goal has expanded to
include increasing student retention.
Maryann Russell, vice-president of Undergraduate Student Government, said that whether a student feels they are put first depends on the
involvement of the student.
Although she believes the University puts students first, she understands that those without
interaction could feel they are not the priority.
"Because I interact with the University every
day, I see that they are putting students first or at
least making us their top priority. It is never about

what they (University administrators) want,"
Russell said.
Hughes disagreed. He said
the University
needs to better
include students
in the day-today
decisionThis is the second of a three
making process. part series. The last story will
He said the Uni- run next Monday and will
versity needs to
hear
directly examine the next step in makfrom the stu- ing the initiative come to
dents
more fruition.
often.
Hughes said putting students first can be compromised when initial student dialogue is missing.
He said it is important to have student input, especially in the beginning of the decision-making
process.
He also said that even if students are included
on a committee, they are often not made aware of
the impact of the issue at hand. Examples are the
parking and internet access issues.

The BG News
When being taught by graduate students, many students feel
that the "students first" policy is
not applicable.
Some students feel that graduate student teachers do not
offer the quality of education

that professors do.
According to Terry Lawrence,
director of graduate admissions,
this is not true.
The graduate students who
teach are closely supervised,
receive pedagogical (profession
of teaching) training and take
part in a week-long graduate orientation, she said.
"Teaching is part of the University's quality graduate education," Lawrence said.
Each department handles the
graduate program differently. In
the geology department, graduate students teach the labs that
accompany the lectures taught
by professors.
They are provided with a

short course in pedagogy during
their first semester of residence
to prepare them to teach the labs,
and are supervised by the professor teaching the lecture.
The graduate students are
responsible for presenting the
lab material, leading student discussions and answering questions. They also have office
hours for help outside of class.
According to Charles Onasch,
graduate coordinator and geology professor, the graduate students teach the introductory labs
such as Geology 104 and 105.
These labs are very important
to the department, so a great
deal of emphasis is placed on
quality teaching by the graduate

students, explained Onasch.
The structure of the English
department is slightly different,
said Thomas Wymer, graduate
coordinator and English professor.
English graduate students
also take a course to help them
through their first semester of
teaching. During this semester,
they receive a syllabus and
teaching materials, but they are
responsible for their own classes.
The reason for this is that the
English program has over 320
sections of English 110, 111 and
112 with around 4,000 students a
semester in them. About 25 percent of these classes will be
taught by graduate students,

I See STUDENTS, page five.

because there are not enough full
and part-time instructors to
cover this demand and still staff
the other graduate and undergraduate courses, explained
Wymer.
"The use of TA's is part of the
way we are able to keep classes
relatively small rather than herding them into massive lecture
sections," Wymer said. "Keeping
classes small is a crucial concern
in writing classes, where a
degree of individual attention is
necessary."
Harold Dorton, a sociology
doctoral student, believes that
class size is extremely important
• See TEACHERS, page five.

New mini-golf course
open in Peirysburg
□ The Perry Falls
Mini-Golf Course
offers challenging
fun and recreation.

decided to build on Route out the course, providing
25 because it would be for water traps and adding
close to both Perrysburg beauty to the course.
Weider says the course is
and Bowling Green.
Rocky Gardner, senior, particularly fun to golf in
who worked at Perry Falls the evening when it is lightthis summer, said it is a ed.
In addition to miniature
good place to go.
By ERIN BERGER
"It gets you away from golfing, Ferry Falls offers a
The BG News
the same-old, same-old and driving range.
"We have a very good,
Have a date or just want gives you a chance to get
some fun? If so. Perry'Falls away from campus for a manicured grass tee," Weider said. "It is the biggest
Mini-Golf Course, on Route while," Gardner said.
The 18-hole course is grass tee in the area and
25 in Perrysburg, is offering
quite challenging as well, does a good job simulating
an affordable good time.
what a golfer would get out
Located just ten minutes Weider said.
"It's not like a traditional in a real course."
from campus, the course
The driving range conopened this past June. putt-putt course, there is a
Mark Weider, one of the skill factor in this course tains a practice putting
owners, said the majority of that may not be present in green and sheltered tee that
is lighted at night. The site
their customers come from others," he said.
The course is also geared contains a shelter house
Bowling Green.
Weider describes the toward this area of the that can be rented out for
spot as a "great recreation state, containing replicas of any sort of group gatheractivity for a date or for a local points of interest, such ing.
Weider said the course
group." He says it offers a as the Toledo Harbor Lightfun atmosphere and resort- house and the Marblehead has a friendly atmosphere.
Lighthouse. It also features Each day they have a list of
type putting course.
Owners Dan Connelly, three ponds and has
• See GOLF, page five.
Bob Fastnacht and Weider streams running through-

t

Jennifer
Butler, a
sports
marketing
major, puts
for a birdie
at
Perrysburg
Mini-Golf.
BO News
Photo/
SCOTT
FAUBER
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Opinion mm
Nightguards, residents need mutual respect
As a nightguard at Rodgers
Quadrangle, I cannot tell you howpleased I was to read that tt was
one of the few dorms that passed
the "BG News Safety Test." It Is
pleasing to know that the staff of
which I am a part, is good at getting the Job done by making people
check in.
However, it is disturbing that a
lot of the dorms on this campus
failed the test by letting people just
walk on in.
A lot of times when I tell people
that I am a nightguard. they
assume that is an easy job and 1
get paid for doing nothing. My job
is not easy. It is hard to get up at
12 or 4 In the moming (whichever
shift you have) and then stay
awake in an uncomfortable chair.
It is even worse on a weekend shift
when you have to stay awake from
12-8 in the morning.
Don't get me wrong, I do not
hate my job. But people generally
do not realize how much nightguards put up with.
Here's a sampling :
The Attitude*—People do not
like to be told that they have to
check in because it makes them
feel like children. They hate it even
more when their guest has to

check in too. Residents and their
guests sometimes do not understand that we are Just doing our
job and they tend to want to get an
unnecessary attitude.
The Groupies—Yes. believe it
or not. we have groupies. I like It
when some residents or guests
stay downstairs to talk to me.
because it helps to keep me awake
at times. However, there are some
annoying creatures that stick
around when it is obvious that you
do not want to be bothered. Some
groupies will know what days you
are working and hang out waiting
for you to come in at 12.
The Door Proppers—This is
one of the reasons why the dorms
are unsafe. Residents that smoke
or the ones that are expecting a

late night guest will often prop
doors so that they do not have to
use the main door. This Is really
selfish and unsafe because anyone
can walk In. They will Jam cigarette butts or anything else that
you can Imagine in the door.
The Dorm Drunk—We normally have to pick this person up from
the restroom floor, tuck him/her
in bed. and put up with the most
obnoxious breath and mouth you
could ever come In contact with.
Another thing that Nightguards
have to deal with Is whether we
want to be known as "cool" or
junior cops" in the dorm that we
work at.
I consider myself a cool nightguard. but I can be a Junior cop
when I want to be. 11 is even harder when you have friends that live
in the dorm that you work at
because no one wants to write up
their own friends.
I also would like to point out
that Just because a dorm has a
PED system does not make it any
safer than dorms that do not. It is
easy to pretend that you lost your
PED and have a resident let you
in. Rodgers. which is often affectionately considered the ghetto" of
B.G.S.U. dorms, is Just as safe as

PEOPLE ON THE
STREET
Is there something you've dreamed of
doing for a long time, and why
haven't vou done

Brett James
Freshman
Business
"Going fishing In
Australia; because
it's too far away."

WHY 00 VOU WANT THIS WVtE?
'MIE YOU HOT FOR KATE WINSV.ET, (
ill IT THE STATE OF THE ARTI
SPECIAL EFFECTS, OR THE SAKU

STANDING \N LINE Sc/1
VOU CAM QUY TITANIC

I FEEL LIKE A PREAXIM*
XPANZfl

WOO't HiiToftvCAU ,
ASPECT...
,

SHUT of> AND"
I Sr*oK,E AN0THEB>

WHAT

Terence
tano
man
VCT
'Play In a band;
because I can't find
enough people to
form a band."

Shannon Bell
Sophomore
Business
"Own an elephant; because
they're expensive
and they smell."

by Shane Herman

Jake and Parvo the Talking Dingo
/l CAN'T QELIEVE I'/V

any other dormitory with a fancy
PED system. Our residents and
staff are actually a community In
Itself because we all know each
other, which is really Important
and we work together as a team to
make things safe.
This is why the Rodgers Hall
Council voted to make guests sign
in. It was not a question of treating
residents like adults. It was about
keeping track of who is in the
dorm and who is not. There Is a
lot that nightguards have to deal
with. It Is not an easy Job. but it is
necessary and someone has to do
it. Everything comes down to
respect. Nightguards need to
respect residents enough to effectively do their Jobs and residents
need to respect nightguards
enough to let them. While you discuss this among yourselves, a special shout goes out to the Rodgers
Quad staff and residents.
Lahna Bwnston can be reached
at lanitra@bgneLbgsu.edu

Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604
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Traci Reynolds
Sophomore
Accounting
"Meet Michael Jordan; because I
haven't had the
chance."

THE 3.6 ONE*, 111
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Julia Kempton
Sophomore
Education
"Traveling; I just don't
have the money right
now."

EDITORIAL
Safety on Campus: Series shows holes in practices
Last week. The News printed
a three part series on residence
hall safety.
Our findings were depressing.
There are major holes in the residence hall security process, and
even the PED-system buildings
are easy targets for would-be
burglars or rapists.
In the words of Richard Gullufsen, public safety information
officer, "22 burglaries is too
many." Four rapes, the number
recorded in calendar year 1997,
is also too many.
Adding extra rules and regulations might not be effective,
and where there's a will, there's
always a way to get into a room

or a building.
On the other hand, we've seen
that scaling back rules such as
the one regarding guest check
can cause dangerous situations
and widespread confusion.
What, then, is the way out of
this dilemma? How are we to
make the dorms more secure?
The solution is not in adding
more rules or cracking down
with existing ones. The logic
behind the recent residence life
policy change, creating a more
home-like atmosphere, is sound.
Fewer crimes are committed
in "integrated" communities
such as fraternity houses and the
Chapman learning community.

The BG News
An independent student voice serving
Bowling Green since 1920"
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu

In these residences, safety is only
one of several benefits for students.
The University is now faced
with the task of creating more
such mini-communities while
accommodating more students
in campus residences than at any
time in the school's history. The
task will be difficult, but enormously important. Creating a
sense of community, in addition
to increasing safety, will likely
lead to higher student retention
and success.
What is needed is more programs that create and maintain a
sense of community amongst oncampus residents. Students must
be given more of a role in run-

ning the places where they live,
eat, and sleep.
Safety will never be increased
by top-down edicts that are garbled once they reach the residence hall level. Students must
be given rights and responsibilities over their own living
arrangements. This in turn will
lead to residents who care about
the places they live in, rather
than just "getting by" until the
great junior-year exodus off campus.
The rewards reaped by both
residents and the University will
be increased safety — and a
whole lot more.

DARLA WARNOCK
Editor-in-Chief
SARAH BEDNARSKI
Managing Editor

NATALIE MILLER
Opinion Editor

BRANDI BARHTTE
Assistant Managing Editor

KBMWILFONG
Copy Chief

MIKEWENDLING
Chief Reporter

TOD McCLOSKEY
Sports Editor

JASON SUGGS
Photo Editor

JOHN WENZEL
Entertainment Editor

TARA CANNON
Graphics Editor
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In 1910, the founding year for BGSU, the speed
limit in downtown Bowling Green was eight miles
per houwj
»
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All My Children

Another World

Mike and Jack have proof thai
Palmer is an art thief. Tad and Dixie
decide they still have a chance.
Palmer's car went off a bridge.
David tells Jake he never made a
move on Allie. Liz thinks Allie is
trash. Edmund kind of likes Kit. Jack
has flashbacks of a connection to Kit.

Marley wants Jake to keep the
love letter a secret. Vicky tells Jake
that she isn't pregnant. Amanda
goes to Cameron and Josie about
their romp. Cindy confesses to Gary
that the evidence is in the stuffed
dog. Kirk refuses to give up the dog.
Remy feels connected to a picture of
Rachel wearing a locket. Nick wants
to know who Remy is. Grant finds
Cindy's hiding spot behind the wallpaper.

As The World Turns
David delivers Lily's baby and
wants to keep it for himself. Molly
professes her love for David on television. Hal asks Carly for another
chance. Carly tries to get Jack back.
Lucinda learns that Georgia is Sam's
daughter. Tom and Emily go to Indiana. Tom almost hits the sheets with
Emily. Margo's pregnancy test is
positive.

BGSEA Membership drive
(9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
1st Floor Hallway of Education Building. Bowling Green
Student Education Association.
International Travel Grant
workshop (10 - 11 a.m.)
1103 Offenhauer W. Learn
how to write a proposal to
receive a travel grant to study
abroad during the 1999 spring
semester. For more information
call the Education Abroad Office
at 419/372-0479.
Senior Portraits (10 a.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any

Bo freaks when he hears Greta
was in the explosion and not Hope.
Roman tells Kate that Lucas will be
charged with kidnapping. Stefano
tells Vivian that he needs to control
her money. Abe takes Sami in for
Franco's murder. Austin wants to be
with Sami. Stefano saves Hope from
the railing. Mike wishes Carrie was
single.

Amber tells CJ that she is marrying Rick. Macy hears Grant will be
gone in three weeks. Thome holds
her and kisses her. Rick tells Brooke
and Eric that he intends to marry
Amber. Taylor tells Pierce that she is
in for long term. Bailey decides to

Jesse tells Buzz about his cash
flow problem. Venessa discovers
that Cassie is pregnant. Blake tells
Ross about Ben. Ben plans to become
a missing person. Harley wants to
search for the Nursery Rhyme Stalker. Venessa throws a curve that
might break up Dinah and Hart. A
mystery lurker is watching Hart and
Cassie.

General Hospital
Lucky and Liz share a kiss. Brenda dies and Jax is stunned. Jason
goes to tell Sonny about Brenda's
death. Jason throws in the towelon
the "mob job." Alan hangs with

One Life to Live
Jessica begs Will to keep her
secret. Todd puts the brakes on

senior graduating in December,
May or August must attend to be
included in the historic 1999 Key
Yearbook. Please call 800/9691338 to schedule your sitting.
Portraits are taken from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

Panhellenic Recruitment
program end
(9-11 p.m.)
Ballroom.

DeKalb, Illinois

NAACP Voter reg/membership drive (11 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

Tuesday, 9/22/98

Beginning ballroom dancing
(7:15- 8:15 p.m.)
221 Eppler N. Leam the ba«ic
steps of the polka, waltz, swing
and
fox-trot.
Class
meets
through Nov. 9. Fee. For more
information or to register, call
Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs at
419/372-8181.
Ivan Grozny! (Ivan the Terrible, Part II) (8:15 p.m.)
Gish Film Theater, Hanna
Hall. Leadership and power,
with Nikolai Cherkasov as the
controversial tsar. Music by
Sergei Prokofiev. Directed by
Sergei Eisenstein, 1946. Free.

20
21
22
Excel 97 - Introduction
23
(9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Arrowhead Park. Leam the 24
basics of this widely used
spreadsheet program. Fee. For
more information or to register,
call Continuing Education. International & Summer Programs at
419/372-8181.
Senior Portraits (10 a.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating in Dec., May
or August must attend to be
included in the historic 1999 Key
Yearbook. Please call 800/9691338 to schedule your sitting.
Portraits are taken from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

.

Victor's testimony pins Grace's
murder on Julie. Lee makes Victor
appear mentally disturbed. Frank
and Lucy team up to find Eve. Lucy
and Scott are abducted and handcuffed in a cabin that was later seen
on fire. Kevin is having horrid memories of Kevin. Victor has a third son
by another woman. Chris is out of
the hospital.

26
29
31
33
34
35
37
38
42
44
45
47
48
50
51
55

Young & The Restless
Victor takes over the production
company that owns Leanna's show
and fires her. Victor wants Chris on
his legal staff. Victoria tells Neil that
sh is afraid she won't be a good
mother. Kay is losing it. Jack and
Ryan get Jill out of the party. Nick is
getting more involved in Cassie's
life. Alice vows to find her daughter.

Sunset Beach
Olivia is rattled by seeing Franch1
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ACROSS
Window ledge
Teeth, at limes 57
Stitch
59
On the briny
60
Invisible
62
Luautare
63
Prohibits
Cutting a curvy 64
edge
67
Wild time
68
"Ben
69
Part ot an egg 70
71
Bring in
72
Formal legal
document
73
Spines of ships
Case tor a blade
Guy's address
1
Actor Baldwin
2
Extinct bird
Easily imposed 3
upon
Pride in oneself 4
5
Fervor
Most meager
6
Bud s Costello
Just gets by
7
Exist
Maglie and
8
Mineo
9
Fri. follower
Insurance cases 10
Lowest deck of a 11

esca in Cole's place in a towel. Olivia
thinks its a set-up. Cole thinks it's
ax>l that Olivia trusts him. Franchesca knows about Cole and Olivia's
affair. Sean thinks that Emily let his
"rap dream" out. Olivia convinces
Annie to break up Cole and Caitlin.
Virginia lifts Tyus' sperm and
Madame Morcau delivers Virginia a
warning.

Port Charles

1

3

'
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17

PUZZLE
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ship
Bad writer
Metal fastener
Org. tor seniors
Bikini top
In one's right
mind
Shopper's tote
Niagara's source
Stcange
Distress
Marketed
Tooth spec.
Packed away
Rock from side
to side
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British swords
Hebrew prophet
director
Lady of "The
12 Uncountable
Raven"
years
Patronymic
13 Hair for sale
Uses guerrilla 19 Not guilty or
tactics
guilty
Bring upon
25 Equal scores
oneself
27 Table support
Former Russian28 Dundee fellow
system
30 Color variation
Moray
32 Put in new
Have confidence wrappings
Sergeant fish 36 Maiden or
"Malcolm X"
Malone
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NEWS
1
5
11
14
15
16
17
18

Women's golf at Northern
Illinois Invitational (TBA)

H

Max s Madanafl Mtu-ming. Christian declares his love for Jessica. Barbara shoots Drew and Cassie. Drew
dies. Todd finds that he has been
taken by Blair. No one knows who
pulled the trigger.

BG iT

"Upcoming Events" is a service to our readers borrowed daily via the
University web page. The calendar of events on the web page has a more
complete listing of events and can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

the web: www.bgnewa.com

38 Besides
39 Bellow

64 $-due mail

65 Supplement
66 _ de Janeiro,
Brazil
41 Slangy affirmative
43 Appraise again
PAGE THREE u
46 Stiletto plunger
intended as an irreverent look at The Univer49 Ride the wind
sity. We at The) BO
52 Lined up
/Veins consider it an off53 Philippines city
beat page where lot try
to offer something for
54 Quick
everybody. Opinion*
56 Smug puritans
expressed herein art
58 Desire
solely those of our staff.
Have a nice day.
61 Jaunty
40 Dolts

ni-usiTi: OF THE WAV

TODAY'S
TUESDAY

TODAY

Partly cloudy
HIGH: 75

Guiding Light

T

iWfcarrss

PowerPoint - Introduction
(9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Arrowhead Park. Learn to
create professional, eye-catching
presentations. Fee. For more
information or to register, call
Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs at
419/372-8181.

Days of Our Lives

The Bold and the Beautiful

UPCOMING
Monday, 9/21/98

Tammy the hooker. Ned goes postal
about Katherine living in the Eddie
Quartermaine mansion. Dara tells
Justis to take a hike after learning he
sold Jax down the river.

trigger the suggestion and snags the
bell to get Taylor.

LOW: 62

Cloudy
HIGH: 62

LOW: 53

TV GUIDE SECTION
MONDAY
I 6:00 I

SEPTEMBER 21,1998
6:30 I 7:00 I 7:30

I

8:00

I

&:30

I

9:60

I

3:30

I

10:00 1

10:30 1

11:00 1

DOMINO'S PIZZA

11:30

lADCAST STATION

CD
CD
©
®
89

m

Wheel-Foflune
Ne«i 1

ABC Wld News Ent. Tonight
Grace Under
NBC News

Jeopardy
Hollywood Sq
Franer «

Newell
Minds- Busintts Business Rpt.

reewehour With Jim Lehrer X

Newshour Wrth Jim lehrer X

Arthur ■

Hemlmprovt. [MM .bout You Selntetdl

CD

(5 00> Gemtlones

CD

smpaonsK

|KingoKKn»ns|Evsry-Fuiy^^
Suddenly Susan 1 Conrad Bloom
Championship Skating

Frontline "The Farmer's W4e" I

P.O.V. {In Stereo) X

Friende ■ Pew"

Aly Mc Beal (In Stereo) X

Metroes Place (In Stereo) I

Monty Python
[Natal ■

[ NewsraoJo X

[Friende Pilot"

[FreeayX

Movieies'i "ThoseF»nttsiKf>fr)gFoots"{1967.Comedy) BurlIves

__^ Friends X

IntheHousel IMelcolm-Eddie [In the House I IMalcolm-Eddie [News
Movie: •••• "Btttkng Ana7iW?!o!ems)Dm<^

atov5^ee^T)!efie7«c75w>fV*ftine^

Movie: "CHJB (1985) Estate guogs rveshgale the murder ot their host
Wild Discovery: Phantoms
[iceberg!

Or.KatlPTO.

|BoMaergaret

[Make Ms Latin* Daily Show (Rl ISIein'a Money
COM JeneaneG.
Gimme Shelter (R)
DISC Wlnn: "Rescue Musion-(R)
Movie: •'; M»emProt#ris'(l9ei)Cr*vyCnase
EMC (4 15) Movie:

Movie: «t 1 toa*«fteci"(1980l Chevy Chase I

ESPN Sportscentet
FAM Outrageoue!

Jump Rope CTamptonelap
[Chtaetesafttg
Gymnastics Stars ol Gymnastics.
OhNolMr.Bin [Lite, Cemere
[Movie: . r*C»boya*l»MwieSUr"(1998)Sean Young. X

MM

Monday Nioht Countdown
Cant Believe [Show-Funny

Movie: «e "The Arei! Karate K«J"(199<| Nooyuti "Pal" MM! 'PG'I

HtST Miner (R) (Pent o» S)
MTV IS 30) Jam Countdown
SC

[Show-Funny

LastWord

[SporuNewt

SCIFI Quantum Leap {In Stereo) X
[Renovation
ILC Renovation

20th Century (R)

VH1 Women First (R; [Hollywood Ace

Shadows ol the Forest (Rl

Daily Show

JustlcoRlM'-BaltkngtheRapisr
Baseball

Movie: ee% 'The foJe"(l997, Suspense) Anthony Hopfcns R' X
Modem Marvels (R)

Secretaof Wood Warn

BeavisButl

Eye Spy Video [Say What?

Total Request Live (R) {In Stereo)

Road Rules (R| [Daria (In Stereo) Fanatic (Rl

ftosMiWlly

GoWrJeepIR)

WewaotGol

TOXSporUNewe

|Unka(R|

Stoara -Wood Kater" (In Stereo) X Welcome 10 Paredoi "The Entra"
IHjn*»|e|R)X Star Trail "Shore ■M '
Earth Story "Frozen r Trie
Hone Again (R) Horr» Again (Rl Extreme Machine* (R)
Earth Story "Fee Down Below
ER "Happy New Y ear" (In Stereo) WCW Monday Nrtro (In Stereo live) X

Behind the Musk Billy Joel" (R)

Sportecenler X

700 Club

Fanatic n

[AnemansKi

Bugs 1 Dairy

[Tom and Jerry

niMetonnX

Walker. Tens Ranger |M stereo)

w\eTnai»(lnSiereo)I

Rock n' Rot

Cher (In Stereo) [Cher (In Stereo) Rock 'if ROD

Mock n* Hot

|Scoo*y0oo

WWF War Zone (In Stereo) X
[Rock n'Roll

tr

*4

Hand-tosswd ■
pepperoni

2 tor TUESDAY
2-Small Pizza*

*7

A00 I Topping SI 00

2-Meflium Pizzas*9
Add'l Topping S1.M

2-Largo Pizzas '11
Add'l Topping U.00

WILD
WEDNESDAY

$c

Large w
1 -item

[Lovaliita (R)

Slgr*>ga(R)I|StarTrakX
ExtraewMtchlnealR)

THURSDAY

[Johnny Bravo

New York Undercover "Garbage[Char (In Stereo)

Fantastic
FRIDAY

$

.

Babylon 5 "The Ragged Edge" X

Chat Osmonds

MONDAY

weiuauwony own— as,

FOX Sports New.

Derter'.Leb

Open Early
Open Late

WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS' COUPONS FOR LIKE PRODUCTS & SERVICES

"League-On"

Movie: tee Selena"(199?. Bragraphy) JervnierLopez 'PC'I
Great Empiree: Romp

T

75

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS
[Stein's Money

PiretttotmelerOeryCoeet

Johnny Bravo

m

[Fraaier I

MoW:e«'lVr>arelheft*kifiijam-[l980.Coniedy) B 1 MlBTa) .1

Racing Report

INI Babylon 5 (In Stereo) X
[Ostler's Lab
rooN Batman: Sariee [Batman: Sanaa Freakuoid!
Xena: Warrior Princess Deary"
us* Hercutee: Lagandary Jrnye.

Charlie Rose X
Jerry Springer

Simpsons X

Collectible Coins (Lett ei Progress)

Collectible Coins

[Simpsons S.

Tonight Show

News*

Frontline The Farmer's Wee" X

6 3 4 2
1616E. WOOSTER
GREENWOOD CENTRE

Newsl

Caroline irvCity |W*l Grace X [DatesM (In Stereo) X

Krattj Creature America In the '40a X

353-MEGA

Late Show X

[Newt I

NFL Football Dabs Cowboys at New York Giants. From Gaits Stadium (in Stereo Live) I

Medium
Jj
Deep Dish ^^
Pepperoni
van TSnaw o* • Oantu Or*

19

Lfl.i.«ppcng.|^
lOWargs,
"^
8 BrsacSticks,
2canso'pop

Weekender*
•FRIJSATVSUN.

4Lg mtujltoas t0

6Lgt«OTgF*z=s30
Adon Lgl«opngPaaasaa
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^ e ° s Clinton video to be released
piled from mtrnH and wire report!

| LAST REQUEST |
Trash hauler gets dying wish
CLARKSTON, Mich. (AP) — Ervin Sievers' living was hauling
trash, and his dying wish was to have a garbage truck in his funeral
procession.
To relatives, it was the ultimate homage to the man who worked
on garbage trucks since he was 17.
"We did everything according to his wishes," said Easter Shagena,
Sievers' sister-in-law.
Sievers was 45 when he died Sunday of brain cancer. On Wednesday, friends and relatives gathered inside a Clarkston funeral home
for his funeral as a green trash truck rolled into the lot, then pulled
behind the hearse.
"1 was a loader on the back of Erv's truck," the truck's driver, Paul
Cronkhite, said. "He taught me how to drive. It's not very glamorous.
But he took a job that nobody likes, and he did it well."
Co-workers describe Sievers, who as the company's hardest worker. He was named the company's top worker in 1995 and 1997.
Even as cancer weakened him, Sievers continued working.
"They don't make them like Erv anymore," colleague Dennis Bergeron said. "He was something special."

■ CLINTON ^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Miss America reprimands President
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) — Miss America says President Clinton should relinquish his crown if he committed perjury, and she's
not getting into trouble for it.
"If the president lied under oath I think he should resign," Kate
Shindle said. "And I don't know whether he did, I haven't had time
to read the entire Starr report, but if the president lied under oath
then the president knows it."
Years ago, a Miss America who made such a bold statement about
a political leader may have been censured or reprimanded. But the
pageant has been striving to shed Miss America's beauty queen
image.
Shindle, an AIDS activist, has publicly supported governmentfunded needle exchanges and the distribution of condoms in schools.
Having been praised by pageant CEO Leonard Horn as a courageous, outspoken woman for her stands, it is unlikely she will face
any repercussions for her comments about Clinton.

■WORLD ■■■■■■^■■■■■■■■i
Mandela addresses business leaders
NEW YORK (AP) — South African President Nelson Mandela
kept his remarks short Friday when he addressed a group of business
leaders, and he had a good excuse.
"Unfortunately, I am now an octogenarian, and therefore according to the tradition and custom of my people, I'm entitled to sleep the
whole day," he said.
Mandela turned 80 in July, when he also was married to Graca
Machel, the widow of former Mozambique president Samora
Machel.
Mandela, who spent 27 years in prison in a fight against apartheid,
won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1993.
Later Friday, he headed to Massachusetts, where he was receiving
an honorary degree from Harvard University.

□ The video will show
Clinton admitting to
inappropriate sexual
activity with Monica
Lewinsky.
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - - A key
Democratic senator suggested
Sunday that President Clinton
immediately volunteer to testify
before Congress to halt a "political water torture" that escalates
Monday morning when Americans view raw footage of the
president's grand jury testimony
about Monica Lewinsky.
That video will show Clinton
admitting "inappropriate intimate contact" and "sexual banter" with Ms. Lewinsky but
resisting prosecutors' efforts to
define the conduct further. Clinton offers many legalistic replies
and, at times, shows remorse.
"I regret that what began as
friendship came to include this
conduct,"
the
president
answered when he was first
asked a sex-related question by
prosecutors just seven minutes
into his Aug. 17 testimony. The
president's
testimony
was
described to The Associated
Press by lawyers familiar with it.
The moments of presidential
regret are interspersed with legal
hairsplitting involving the terms
"sexual relations" and "alone"
and, in one exchange, the tense
of a verb.
At one point, Clinton was
asked why he failed to produce
to Paula Jones' lawyers a series
of correspondence between himself and Kathleen Willey, the former White House volunteer who
accused the president of an
unwanted sexual advance near
the Oval Office in 1993.
Clinton replied that he understood the subpoena to cover personal documents, and the Willey
letters were in White House files.
If the lawyer wanted the letters,
Clinton said, they should have
issued two subpoenas — one
personal and the other official.

lawyers said.
The White House and Congress — both facing perils in the
unfolding impeachment proceedings — braced for the release
Monday of an avalanche of new
evidence that includes more
material in which Ms. Lewinsky
explicitly describes sex acts with
Clinton, the president's videotape, presidential phone messages left at Ms. Lewinsky's
home and the FBI test results that
conclude semen on one of Ms.
Lewinsky's dresses belongs to
Clinton.
Clinton made a brief appearance Sunday morning at a fundraiser aboard a Potomac River
cruise ship and then he and Mrs.
Clinton attended services at
Foundry United Methodist
Church, the first time since
before his Aug. 17 grand jury testimony. On Monday, when the
2,800 pages of documents and
videotape are released, Clinton
will be in New York City
addressing the United Nations.
A key senator suggested on
the Sunday talk shows that Clinton immediately volunteer to testify to the House Judiciary Committee and answer all questions
fully to spare the country further
embarrassment.
"I believe the president would
be well served to explain exactly
what he did, exactly what he was
thinking, do it to the Judiciary
Committee and let's vote and
let's move on one way or the
other," said Sen. John Kerry a
Massachusetts Democrat and
Clinton ally.
"The nation is being ill served
by this political water torture
that is taking place in a highly
calculated, highly partisan way,"
Kerry told NBC regarding Congress' selected release of evidence.
Kerry's call for voluntary
Clinton testimony was embraced
by several colleagues, including
Republican Sen. John Ashcroft, a
presidential aspirant and harsh
Clinton critic, and House Judiciary Committee members Bamey
Frank, D-Mass., and Lindsey
Graham, R-S.C.

Associated Press Photo
President Clinton thanks members of the Congressional Black
Caucus for their unwavering support while speaking at the
Caucus dinner at the Washington Convention Center Saturday, Sept. 19, 1998.
Uneasy about defending some
of Clinton's legalistic answers,
Democrats
are
discussing
whether to concede Clinton committed perjury and accept Ms.
Lewinsky's version of their sexual encounters even though Clinton disputes her allegations that
he touched her and sexually
stimulated her.
"I'm almost willing to say,
'Let's stipulate that President
Clinton touched Monica Lewinsky where he shouldn't have,"'
Rep. Robert Wexler, D-Fla.. said
on NBC.
Two sources familiar with the
material Starr turned over to
Congress told The Associated
Press it includes an FBI interview
report of an Arkansas woman,
55, whom Jones' lawyers sought
to question about possible sexual
misconduct by the president two
decades ago.
The sources, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said the
FBI report is "inconclusive"
about whether anything improper happened, declining to be
more specific. The report is not
among the materials scheduled
for release Monday.
In an event unparalleled in
history, the unfiltered footage of
the president's grand jury testi-

BROWN PACKAGE

FRATERNITY RECRUITMENT
<J>A0 - On Wooster across from Founders

mony will be aired by cable news
channels simultaneous with its
release, expected shortly after the
breakfast hour Monday. To prepare viewers, CNN aired special
statements Sunday warning that
the video, which it plans to run
in its entirety, contains "both language and descriptions" that
"may be offensive to some viewers and unsuitable to children."
Congress risked a political
backlash by releasing a videotape that 52 percent of Americans
said they planned to watch but
that 69 percent felt was unnecessary to release, according to a
CBS survey.
The CBS poll indicated Congress' approval rating had
dropped from 56 percent earlier
last week to 44 percent, and that
59 percent of the public believed
the tape's release had more to do
with embarrassing the president
than letting the public judge him.
The White House sharpened its
attack Sunday along those lines.
"They (lawmakers) decided
that rather than just doing a document dump they would do a
garbage dump on Monday, and I
think people are going to wonder
about that," White House
Deputy Chief of Staff John
Podesta said.

I ORANGE PACKAGE

Scholastic Year
(8/15/98-5/15/99)

(8/15/98-12/31/98)

Basic Cable Service
Student Deal: $175.00

Basic Cable Service
Student Deal: $100.00

FREDDIE FALCON

FREIDA FALCON

Scholastic Year
(8/15/98-5/15/99)

One Semester
(8/15/98- 12/31/98)

Premium Channel of
Your Choice!
Student Deal: $50.00ea.

Premium Channel of
Your Choice!
Student Deal: $25.00ea.

One Semester

OZK - Field between Saddlemire and Kriescher
ZOE - Behind Rodgers toward East Hall
<J>KT - Behind Rodgers toward East Hall
AZO - Old Fraternity Row off of Wooster by Rodgers
AXA - Old Fraternity Row by Rodgers
nKO - Old Fraternity Row near Rodgers and Jerome Library
AY- Old Fraternity Row across from the Jerome Library
B0n - Old Fraternity Row near Conklin
FIJI - Old Fraternity Row near Conklin
ZBT - Old Fraternity Row off of Wooster on the Conklin side
©X - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Old Fraternity Row side

AUGUST MOVIES ARE
SPECTACULAR ON
PAY-PER-VIEW DONT MISS
ANOTHER MINUTE OF IT!

KX - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Old Fraternity Row side
LAE - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Old Fraternity Row side
ATA - Field behind Conklin
EX - New Fraternity Row behind Conklin on Harshman Quad side

KA - In ArA house

CABLECOMM
YOUR LOCAL CAMLK TV CONNECTION

Sept. 22 & 23rd 73opm - 930pm
.
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STUDENTS
Continued from page one.

However, students are noticing differences in faculty and
staff interaction with students.
"I've noticed positive changes
in faculty and staff trying to be
more student friendly," said
Roshell Ashley, president of the
Black Student Union.
Ashley said the University, in
particular Sallye McKee, special
assistant to the provost, has
assisted in developing a mentor
program for first-year African
American students. She said it is
important to give students a connection, especially first-year students.
Lee Meserve, chair of the
Leading and Learning team, said
the team is trying to encourage
faculty to make more of an outreach to students. The team is
also encouraging general education professors to initiate small
group activities.
Holly Wendt, freshman education major, said her professors
in smaller classes are interactive
with students, yet lecture classes

are still overwhelming. She also
said some professors still seem
stand-offish. She said professors
will have office hours, but do not
make students feel comfortable
to seek help.
Wendt said she decided to
come to the University because
of the education program. She
also said she received a scholarship from the Principal's Leadership Academy (PLA) and despite
receiving other scholarships
from other universities, Bowling
Green was her final choice.
Wendt said Bowling Green
has everything a student needs.
It is in a good location and like a
little world, she said. She also
noted the PLA offers several
leadership opportunities.
PLA was established by University President Sidney Ribcau.
Wendt said PLA is totally for students and is focused on making
students future leaders.
Ryan Spahn, freshman criminal justice major, said the faculty
outreach has been more than he
expected from a university.
"1 have a criminal justice pro-

to the effectiveness of a teacher.
"I personally think the bad
reputation the TAs get across the
University is from the courses
they teach," Dorton said. "I think
part of why people complain is
there are a lot of 100 and 200
level classes that are just plain
big and so general that it's hard
to be engaging and exciting. You
can see a difference between a
large class and a small class."
Another factor in the effectiveness of the teacher is their level
of motivation.
"I think a lot of it would
depend on the motivation of the
person doing the teaching," said
Joe Bruseo, biology professor.
"Some are doing it because they

(free)
Get 100 FREE minutes of AT&T Long Distance.*

GOLF

TEACHERS^
Continued from page one.

fessor who goes out of his way to is for students. She said there are
enough parking spots, just not
help students," Spahn said.
Meserve said a campus con- enough convenient spots.
Cheryl Lee, vice-president of
nection is an important aspect of
college and students who do not OCC, agreed. She said it is espeget connected will not want to cially important for the University to take into consideration
stay.
Veronica Billmarrier, fresh- commuter parking.
"Our (commuters') biggest
man dance major, said she decided to attend the University problem is parking, the Universibecause of the reputable dance ty needs to think of commuters,"
program. She said the professors Lee said.
Russell said the University
seem to be reaching out, yet she
does not feel connected to the does support student organizaUniversity yet. She attributed tions and tries to address their
this to not being involved in any concerns, yet they are limitations
to what students can demand.
activities.
Several students also said the She said the University realizes
University forgets about giving parking is an issue for students
and is striving to come to a solucommuters a connection.
Amy Kosakowski, president tion.
She said the University has
of the Off Campus Connection
(OCC), said "We get pushed out established a parking and traffic
a lot of on-campus night activi- committee and realizes it is a big
ties, but compared to other uni- concern for the students. She
versities it is better. We have said resolving the problems will
take time.
facilities and funding."
"The University will support
Kosakowski said parking is
also an issue. She said the Uni- student groups, but no group
versity does not realize how will have power without student
inconvenient commuter parking support," Russell said.

have to and some do it because
they want to."
Despite all of the training
graduate students get, there are
still mixed reactions from their
students.
Kelly Henkle, junior nursing
major, would rather have her
classes taught by professors than
by graduate students.
"I don't think they can teach
as well [as professors], but it's
probably because they're just
starting out," Henkle said.
Dan Roble, senior applied
health sciences major, commented on a graduate student that
taught one of his classes.
"She taught the material well,
was informative, and I thought I
got my full education," Roble
said.

Continued from page one.

to add a sound system this fall
so there will be music playing.

the names of everyone who has
earned a hole-in-one that day.
They have tournaments for ages
6-3, 7-12, and 15-18 the first Saturday of every month.
The cost for one round of
mini-golf is $4 before 5 p.m. and
$5 after 5 p.m. One round takes
about an hour. The course is
open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday. Friday and Saturday it is open from
10 a.m. to midnight.
In the future, the owners of
the course hope to expand. Weider reported that they are going

"We will be making other little changes here this fall as
well," he said.
In the distant future, Weider
said they hope to make the spot
a family fun center with perhaps
batting cages and go-carts.
To get to the course from the
University, take State Route 25

(time/

(Main Street) and drive north
about ten minutes. Perry Falls is
on the right side of the road.

+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+

Call anywhere in the U.S. for just I0< a minute.
Choose an AT&T One Rate1 plan. It's time well spent.

Are you a writer?
If you are, then The BG News wants you!
Call 372-6966 for details!
Live off campus? For great rates on your direct
dialed, state-to-state calls from home, sign up for

Unjoin the BG News

the AT&T One Rate" plan that's right for you.
With the AT&T One Rate" Plus Plan, calls
across the U.S. are just I0< a minute, 24 hours
a day. And the plan's just $4.95 a month. Or

B

G

S

U

choose the AT&T One Rate* Off Peak Plan,

55 B MANAGER
L^ ^ University Dining Services
mm Division of Student Affairs
DINING
SERVICES

and your calls are lOtf a minute from 7pm -7am
Mon

Fn. and all weekend long. 25< a minute

all other times. And there's no monthly fee!'

Boring Green State Universly, Bowling Green Ohio
Sign up and get 100 FREE minutes.

Manager, University Dining Services, Division of Student Affalri
• Full-lime administrative staff position.
• Assist the assistant Director of Dining Services of (he Student Union
or the General Manager of a Residence Dining Unit in the supervision
and administration of the food service.

rGifts Galore!
Shoebox makes gift giving easy.

Supervises all service areas, catering and production areas
Maintains high quality service to customer*.

Call I 800 654-0471,
mention offer code 59915
or visit www.att.com/college/np.html

Shoebox greeting cards and gifts are sure to tickle your
fancy. You'll find humorous T-shirts, dry erase boards and
more All your favorite Shoebox characters are here!

Includes covering a 7-day a week operation with shift rotations
that may Indude minimum work shift:
6a.m. to3p.m. /8a.m. to 5p.m. /9a.m. to6p.m. /11a.m. to8p.m.
4p.m. to 1a.m. / 730p.m. to 4:30a.m.
Responsible for weekend shift coverage, as needed,
with assigned days off during the week.

•I'HIIII-f-HI-UH
Bachelor's degree In Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Management
or Food Systems Management preferred. Minimum Associates' degree.
Applied Food Services Sanitation Certification preferred.
Strong management skills/experience.
Excellent Interpersonal communication skills:
excellent written communication skills.
Ability to analyze and predict customer trends and implement changes.
Strong marketing and merchandising skills.
High degree of tlexIbMy.
One or two years' experience In restaurant or institutional
management preferred.
Administrative grade level 12, minimum salary $26,115.
Salary Is commensurate with education and axperience.
Submit letter of application, resume and three names, addresses
and telephone numbers of professional references to:
Office of Human Resources (Search V-0S2)
100 College Park Office Bldg.
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403
Application Dp.idlint*: October 9,1098
BGSU is in EEO/AA educator and wnptoyar.

AT&T
It's all within your reach.'

10%Ducount
Bvery VMtdmeday
wtih Student ID

^AMMUUULGen's Halmark
840 S. Main 10am - 9pm Mon - Sat
12 Noon - 5pm Sun

"1

»

•Terms and eondrttons apply. Free mmmes of domesw direct-dialed long dstance cafc wJI be
credited agamst qualifying usage on your Srst hjl monthly Wl Unused m-nute* cannot be earned
over Offer expire*. I0/IS/-98 Offer based on cfxxe of ATftT One Rate Plus or AT4T One Rate
Off Peak Plan These plans are subject to b*ng avaiiabthty Instate rates vary $3 monthly mir-mum
usage apples to One Rate Off Peak Plan ©1998 AT&T
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™1?c*&ie Dorm fire kills 1, injures 15
compiled from staff reports

J The fire started Sunday on the fourth floor
of a Murry State University dorm.

■ RESEARCH STUDY MMiM

Participants needed
for study project
The Psychology Department
is looking for 50 single-parent
families and 50 two-parent families to participate in a research
study.
The purpose of the study, conducted by Jamie Wieber and Lisa
Query, both graduate students in
the department, is to better
understand family relationships
and child adjustment.
The study will also look at the
interaction between the child
and both parents.
Wieber said families are
required to attend a 45-minute
visit either at their home or at the
psychology department. She
said for the next two weeks after
the visit, the families will receive
phone calls which will involve
questions about family relationship in the last 24 hours.
Families interested must have
all biological children, not
stepchildren, from ages 6 to 12.
Wieber said all children who
participate in the study will
receive $3.50. Families will be
entered into a lottery for a
chance to win $100. She said
interested families can call the
Psychology Department for
more information or e-mail her
at wieber@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

The Associated Press
MURRAY, Ky. — A fire in a
dormitory at Murray State University early Sunday killed one
student and injured 15 other
people, one critically.
The fire started about 2:30

a.m. in the same area of Hester
Hall where another blaze happened last weekend, fire officiate
said. The causes of both blazes
were undetermined.
Firefighters perched in a
bucket truck snatched students
from windows and pulled them
to safety. The dorm housed
about 300 students.
Michael H. Minger, a 19-yearold sophomore from Niceville,
I l.i , was pronounced dead
shortly after arrival at MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
authorities said.

Another student, Michael W.
Priddy, 21, of Paducah, was airlifted from that hospital to Vanderbilt Medical Center in
Nashville, Tenn. Priddy was in
critical condition, suffering from
smoke inhalation and bums.
A third student was listed in
good condition, suffering from
smoke inhalation, at the Murray
hospital, and two other students
and a firefighter were treated
and released. Ten students were
treated at the scene by emergency workers.
The fire on Sunday broke out

POLICE BLOTTER

in a hallway on the fourth floor
and was quickly contained. The
fire damaged hallway carpet and
caused occupants of a couple of
rooms to be relocated, school
officials said.
None of the school's dorms
has sprinklers, according to
Larry Anderson, assistant director of safety and facilities management at Murray State. Hester
Hall had two interior stairwells
but no exterior fire escapes, he
said.
Kayce McKinnis, a sophomore who lives on the sixth floor

"I just feel like a little orphan,'
she said. "I don't have anything
on me at all. 1 woke up and people were just banging on the
doors."
Murray State, in western Kentucky, has an enrollment of nearly 9,000. The campus is about 100
miles north of the metropolitan
Nashville area.

POLICY for the police blotter: The News WIH run.
without exception, all citations issued by the city and campus
police departments. Complaints from residents or students con-

Today's city police blotter includes items from Friday, Saturday, Sunday

cerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any questions, please caH the editor at 372-6966.

In thr 16,000 block of N Main Si, Amber 1
Sheeks, from Tontogany, was tiled for failure to
rum the right of way at the intersection, Thursday
On Manville and Seventh St. Nathan
Hagens was cited for expired registration,
Thursday
A man, in the 1000 block of Clough St.,
reported items stolen from his car valued at
$1,265, Thursday

Dr. Ernest Savage has been
named interim dean of the College of Technology.
Savage, who joined the University faculty in 1980, is a professor of technology and has
been associate dean and director
of graduate studies for the college since 1992 and 1985, respectively.
He replaces Dr. Thomas Erekson, who left the University to
become the founding director of
a school of technology at
Brigham Young University.
Savage is the author of
numerous journal articles, is the
past president of the Ohio Industrial Technology Education
Association and was honored by
the Michigan Technology Council for his work in developing a
technology education curriculum that is now being used in
school districts throughout the
state.
Savage earned his bachelor's
degree from Keene State College
in New Hampshire, a master's
degree from Bowling Green, and
specialist and doctoral degrees
from the University of Toledo.

A woman, in the 1000 block of N. Main St,
reported several items taken from her vehicle,
Friday

A man reported his vehicle vandalized m
the 100 block of E Oak St, Fnday

In the 1000 block of N. Main St., Gary D
Bays, from Carey, was cited for failure to yield
right of way in the left rum lane, Fnday

In the 1500 block of Clough St, a man was
advised to keep the music down, Friday

A hit skip occurred, in the 100 block of S
Main St, Fnday
A man reported his drums stolen from his
car, in the 300 block of E Merry St. Friday

In the 1500 block of Clough St, a man and
woman reported a peeping torn near their
apartment, Friday.

On N Main St and W. Merry St. Justus
lambros from Toledo was cited for failure of
assured clear distance, Friday

In the 1000 block of Fairview Ave., a man
reported seeing someone trying to enter their
residence, Friday

On Stonegate Circle and Stonegate Blvd., a
woman reported a man had harassed her son,
Fnday.

On N Enterprise and E Merry St, a cellular phone was found, Thursday.

In the 200 block of N. Main St, David E
Hassinger was cited for an open container, Fnd»y

On S. College Si. and Second St. MaUnda T
Estby from Port Clinton was cited for no seatbelt, Friday

In the 400 block of Hillcrest, a woman
reported her ex-boyfnend keeps sending her
letters, Thursday

A woman reported an unknown man MI
ting on her porch in the 1500 block of Clough
St, Friday.

In the 1000 block of N Main St, Ronald E
Stephenson was cited for no motorcycle safety
equipment, Friday.

In the 500 block of W Gypsy Ln, a domestic dispute occurred between a man and a
woman, Thursday.

In the 1500 block of E Wooster St., Loren C
Welch was arrested for disorderly conduct. Fnday

On N Main St, and Sandndge St.. Nickolas K Smith was cited for failure of assured
clear distance, Friday

On E. Wooster and N Dunbndge St, some
steel bars were taken from a construction site,
Thursday.

In the 900 block of E Wooster St, a woman
was harassed by several men while delivering
newspapers, Friday

On the comer of Kenwood and W.
Napoleon St., Emory R. Coombs was cited for
having expired registration, Thursday.

On Eighth and High St, a woman was
advised to shut down a party, Friday

A woman, in the 400 block of S Grove St.,
reported receiving a letter from a neighbor
complaining about her loud dogs, Thursday
A woman accidentally dialed 911, in the
300 block of Colony Ln, Thursday

Savage heads college
of technology

Saturday
In the 100 block of E. Oak St. Friday,
William F Edge, ]r, from Lima, was cited for
urinating in public and disorderly conduct.

A large underage drinking party occurred
above a local bar, in the 100 block of N. Main
St, Friday

On Fifth and High St, a backpack belonging to an elementary boy was found and
returned to rum, Thursday

■ DEAN NAMED ■■■■■■

Kathyl Ijingof North Baltimore was cited
for illegal speed, at W Gypsy Ln and S. Maple
St, Thursday
In the 500 block of W Gypsy Ln , Terry S
Folk was cited for illegal speed, Thursday
Jimmie D. Hobson was cited for illegal
speed on the comer of W Gypsy Ln and S.
Maple St, Thursday
In the 900 block of Napoleon St, employee*
were having trouble with the alarm. Thursday.
In the 400 block of Napoleon St. Ertca J
Hamilton was cited for illegal speed, Thursday.
On Eighth and S College St, Ryan M. Ogg
and Heather M Ogg were cited for not wearing
their seatbelrs, Thursday
In the 400 block of E Court St, a woman
reported her vehicle had been vandalized,
Thursday.
In the 100 block of Winheld, a man reported a vehicle driving recklessly, Thursday

■ CORRECTIONBBBMBBi

On Troop St and Clough Si, Carrie L.
Bores was cited for failure to yield the nght of
way, Thursday.

Sponsor identified
incorrectly

In the 600 block of S College St, a woman
reported several items stolen from her garage
totaling $1100, Thursday

In an article that appeared Friday in the paper, the Women's
Center was identified as a
sponser for Women's Health
Month. The sponsors are the
Women's Health Center, Student
Health Center and the Wellness
Connection.

In the 200 block of S Mam, David D Dickinson of Texas was died for traffic control,
Thursday.

A woman's vehicle was keyed by her exboyfnend, m the 300 block of Palmer Ave., Friday
In the 800 block of Third St. two women
reported a woman had vandalized their window screen, Friday.

An intoxicated woman was found wandering outside a man's residence, in the 500 block
of E Merry St. Saturday

A woman, in the 500 block of E Merry St,
reported several people breaking windows of
vehicles, Saturday

A bicycle was taken from the 400 block of S
College St, Saturday

A man possibly used a fake ID, in the 100
block of S Main St, Saturday

An accidental 911 call was made, Saturday

In the 1700 block of Cough St, an under
age party occured, Sunday.

In the 700 block of Manville St. a woman
reported loud music nearby, Saturday

Three Findlay men were cited for open
container in vehicle, Sunday.

A woman attempted suicide, in the 900
block of W Wooster St, Fnday

In the 1000 block of N. Main St, a man
threatened an employee, Saturday.

In the 200 block of N Main St, C nnstopher
M Vargas Irom Toledo was ated for urinating
in public, Sunday

In the 100 block of E Wooster St., Gregory
L. Seebach was cited for loud music from vehicle, Friday

A man reported someone had vandalized
his car, in the 800 block of N Enterprise St, Saturday.

In the 700 block ol N Enterpru* ft ,i
reported loud music nearby, Sunday

ln the 1100 block of S Main St. a man was
assaulted, Friday

A Michigan man. Joseph F McGhee, was
cited for failure of assured clear distance at E.
Wooster and 1-75, Saturday

A bicycle was taken from the 200 block of S.
College St. Fnday

In the 700 block of Seventh St, a man
reported his car had been vandalized, Saturday

In the 100 block of Manville St, a loud '
party occurred, Sunday.
In the 200 block of N. Main St, a man had
his ID taken, Sunday

On E Wooster and Troup St., a woman
reported a loud party nearby, Friday

fn the 300 block of N. prospect St., Michael
I lohnston was cited for open container and
Stephen P Marks was cited for bttering on pubUc property, Friday

On Crim and Clough St, a mailbox was
tipped over, Friday.

In the 100 block of Ridge St. a party was
shut down for the night, Fnday

In the 200 block of Curtis St, a man locked
his keys in his house, Friday

ln the 200 block of N. Enterprise St,
Matthew P. Beming of Ft Lorarrue was cited
for open container, Friday.

A man reported being harassed by a neighbor, in the 1500 block of Clough St. Saturday.

In the 200 block of E Court St, Joseph M
Slaven from LowclUville was cited for open
container, Sunday

On Clough St and the railroad tracks,
Dustyn X Antoine was cited for underage possession, Saturday

A woman reported a peeping torn at her
window, in the 900 block of S Mam St. Saturday

In the 400 block of N Enterprise St., Marcos
L Flores of Leipsic was cited for disorderly
conduct, Sunday

In the 1000 block of Third St, W Philip
Smith of Arizona was cited for open container
and disorderly conduct, Saturday

In the 100 block of Ada St., a woman
reported having a gun to her head, Saturday

In the 200 block of N. Main St., Timothy R
Engard was arrested for assault, Sunday

On Kenwood and Dixie St, Angela |. Korte
was cited for failure to yield the nght of way at
a stop sign, Friday
A woman reported a wreath taken from her
door, in the 100 block of N Main St, Friday
In the 200 block of N Prospect St, a semitruck driver hit a stop sign, Friday.
ln the 800 block of Country Club Dr., a an
accidental 911 call occurred. Friday
In the 200 block of W Wooster St. Gayton
L Euler was cited for lanes of travel, Friday
A woman reported someone had keyed her
vehicle, in the 700 block fo Fifth St, Friday
In the 1200 block of N Main St., a terminated employee refused to leave the premises,
Friday.

A man, in the 400 block of Fraxee Ave.
reported the front door to his residence was
damaged, Saturday
A woman reported being harassed by several men, in the 300 block of Colony Ln, Saturday.
A man was kicked out of a party and was
throwing beer bottles, in the 300 block of
Campbell Hill Saturday.
In the 500 block of Clough St, a man was
advised to keep the music down, Saturday

A woman reported a man harassing her
continuously on Ordway St. Friday

In the 200 block of Napoleon St, Christopher Shawn Willis was arrested for burglary.

On Clough and Mercer Rd. Jennifer L
Poulin was cited for no seatbelt. Saturday.
In the 700 block of Sixth St. a man reported
someone had thrown beer bottles at his car, Saturday

On N. Main St and Curtis St. Nathan J
Byrnes of Westerville was cited for red light
violation, Saturday
In the 200 block of E Reed St, a man was
advised to keep the music down, Saturday
In the 11.000 block of W. Gypsy Ln., an
ambulance was requested for a woman who
fell, Saturday
At Checkers, Calvin L Hummel was
arrested for disorderly conduct while intoxicated. Saturday.

In the 200 block of N Main St. Brandt |
Lorenz and Ruth A Ward were cited for disorderly conduct and fighting, Sunday
A man, in the 1000 block of Fairview Ave,
requested an ambulance after being assaulted,
Sunday.
A Bradner man, Orren L McClafUn was
cited for disorderly conduct and resisting
arrest, in the 200 block of N Main St, Sunday
ln the 700 block of Fifth St, two men were
assaulted, Sunday.

Anthony M Gregory of Cleveland was
ated for loud music coming from vehicle, in
the 100 block of N Main St, Saturday

On Thurshn and Frazee Ave, Jamie L
Caudill was ated lor disorderly conduct and
loud music. Sunday

d now, a nice lift
on the prices!
Your muscles won! want to mis*
GNC'a limited time Sports
Nutrition Specials. Right now,
you can save big on our Pro
Pertormanoa Creatme-lhe supplement that provides support for
immediate energy production
during intense exercise.* You
also can pick up our Challenge
95% Protein at an
all-time low price.

September Special
• It's Pizza, Pins n' Pop Time
* Great Group Values at Varsity Lanes
Look How Much Fun You and Your
Friends Can Have For Only $20.00
! hrs. ol Bowling
1 Large Pizza
1 Pitcher ol Soda
Up to 5 people per lane
Free Shoes 4 Ball Renla

ln the 200 block of N Main St, David P
Weinandy was arrested for drug abuse, Sunday

In the 400 block of E Court St.. a hammock
was stolen, Sunday.

[Take A Break From School

-

On S Prospect and E Wooster St, Scot
Knstopher Tinnel of Nevada was cited tor
open container, Sunday

In the 100 block of N Prospect St, Jeffrey
D. Ward was cited for loud music form his car,
Saturday

Exclusively at GNC.

Only $7.99/ib

Just $49.99/kiio
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A party was shut down, in the 200 block of
E Reed Si. Saturday

Another woman reported her purse stolen,
in the 800 block of Eighth St, Saturday

In the 100 block of S College St, Chad M
McCarthy and Seth A Angel were cited for disorderly conduct, Thursday

Mention this ad and get one month free.

In the 500 block of Napoleon St. )oe D
Goodman II was cited for disorderly conduct,
Saturday

ln the 1600 block of F Wooster St, a
woman was harassed by a man, Sunday.

A man witnessed three men vandalizing a
motorcycle, in the 700 block of Seventh St. Saturday

Back to School Special:

In the 400 block of S Summit St, four
women broke into a mend's apartment to
partv, Saturday

In the 100 block of S College St., two parties were shut down, Saturday

A woman reported her purse stolen, in the
800 block of Eighth St, Saturday.

On Clough and Troup St, a woman reported her fence has been repeatedly vandalized on
Thursday and Saturday nights after the bars
dose, Friday

only $15 per month

A Sandusky man, Jason E Hartung, was
arrested for failing to pay for his food, in the
500 block of E Wooster St. Saturday

A party was shut down in the 200 block of
E Reed St, Saturday

In the 200 block of Ridge St, Jason A Freeman was cited for urinating in public, Saturday.

In the 400 block of Clough St., a man was
advised to keep the music down, Thursday.

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.

In the 200 block of N Prospect St, a man
reported hearing two people possibly having
sex in the bushes, Saturday

A woman reported a man at her door, in
the 1400 block of Wren St, Saturday
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of Hester, said she slept through
the fire alarm and was alerted by
firefighters who knocked on her
door.

1033 S. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 419-352-5247
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Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
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Ripken ends incredible streak
□ Cal Ripken's streak
ends at 2,632 games.
The Associated Press
BALTIMORE — The Streak is
apparently over.
After 16 years and 2,632 consecutive games, Cal Ripken took
himself out of the Baltimore Orioles' starting lineup Sunday
night and was not expected to
play — ending the most amazing
iron man record in sports history.
"I think the time is right," Ripken told manager Ray Miller.
The 38-year-old third baseman said he was not hurt. But
with the Orioles out of playoff
contention and playing their
final home game of the season
against the New York Yankees,
Ripken decided to end the string
that began on May 30,1982.
An Orioles source said Ripken, who had started every game
during his streak, was not planning to play Sunday night.
The end came during a magical season that has featured the
historic home run chase between

This is the first scorecard Ripken has not appeared on
since May 30, 1982.
Mark McGwire and Sammy
Sosa, a perfect game by David
Wells and the Yankees' pursuit of
the AL record for victories.
There had been recent talk
that Ripken would volunteer to
end the streak, which broke Lou
Gehrig's record of 2,130. Before
the game, he walked into
Miller's office and asked to have
his name removed from the lineup. Rookie Ryan Minor started
in his place.

One out into the game, when
it became evident that Ripken
would not be playing, all of the
Yankees walked to the top step
of the dugout, stood and
applauded.
Ripken emerged from the Orioles dugout, tipped his hat
toward the Yankees and stepped
back down to the bench. With
the sellout crowd standing and
cheering, Ripken came out again
and bowed to his fans.
There was an immediate rush
to the souvenir stands at Camden Yards, with fans lining up to
buy programs to the mark the
historic night.
Ripken was batting .273 with
14 home runs and 61 RBIs.
His numbers are among the
lowest of his career, which began
in 1981. His streak began the
next season, when he became the
AL Rookie of the Year.
It started when Ronald Reagan was still in his first term as
president. It was overseen by
eight managers — including his
father, Cal Sr. — and lasted
longer than most baseball
careers. It was analyzed, criti-

cized and scrutinized.
And now, it seems to be over.
While it appears no one will
ever again play in 2,632 consecutive games, the man who broke
Gehrig's seemingly unbreakable
record by more than 500 isn't so
sure the record will be his for
eternity.
•
On Sept. 6, 1995, Ripken
passed Gehrig's record. Then a
shortstop, Ripken became the
sport's all-time iron man on June
14, 1996, when he played in his
2,216th consecutive game — surpassing the record previously
held by Japan's Sachio Kinugasa.
After he broke Kinugasa's
record in Kansas City, Ripken
was asked if he thought the mark
would remain his forever.
"A lot of people think this is a
great, great accomplishment,"
Ripken said. "But I really believe
that somebody else will come
along and play more games,
because if I can do it, somebody
else definitely will. I don't consider myself superhuman and
I'm not an iron man physically or
mentally.

Associated Press Photo
On Sept. 6,1995 Cal Ripken struts around Camden Yards during
his record breaking 2,131 consecutive games streak.

Falcons glide
BG continues to improve
□ Men's CC finishes
7th in field of 16 teams.
BY KEVIN GUTEKUNST
The BG News

BG News Photo/ JASON SUGGS
Falcon runner, Jim Weckesser, charges "Bill's hill" during Saturday's Mel Brodt Invitational.
Weckesser was the first Falcon to finish, placing 18th overall (or the team. Bowling Green finished seventh of 16 teams . The Falcons ran against Mid-American Conference opponents
Central Michigan, Eastern Michigan, Ball State, Akron and Toledo. Central and Eastern Michigan finished second and third respectively. BG senior Dan Flaute finished second on the team
with a 20th-placo finish overall.

The Bowling Green men's
cross country team competed at
the annual Mel Brodt Invitational this weekend.
The Falcons ran strong , finishing seventh out of 16 teams
overall, and defeating the majority of their Mid-American conference rivals. BG did not beat
Central Michigan, Eastern Michigan and Ball State.
BG was led by senior Jim
Weckesser, who finished 18th
overall with a time of 26:33, followed closely behind by senior
Dan Flaute, who finished 20th
and ran a time of 26:36.
Big Ten conference member

Michigan State was the outright "We had a tough week, and
meet winner with a team score of some hard workouts. Right now,
27. BG also defeated all the we know we have a little farther
MAC conference teams, includ- to go before we can except to
ing Central Michigan, Eastern compete at the same level as
Michigan, Ball State, Akron and Central and Eastern Michigan."
Windsor edged out BGSU by
Toledo.
MAC rivals Central Michigan two points to finish sixth overall.
also performed exceptionally They were led by Drew
well, finishing second overall Macaulay, who finished 10th
and Eastern Michigan finished with a time of 26:08, and Mark
third. Central Michigan was led Kiteley who finished 15th with a
by Richie Brinker, who finished time of 26:27.
The Falcons were the recipithird with a time of 25:20, and
Ryan Watson who finished ents of some solid efforts at the
fourth and ran a time of 25:24. Mel Brodt invitational, most
EMU was led by Aaron Bartee notably from Weckesser and
who finished fifth and ran a time Flaute.
Junior Steve Chapa finished
of 25:43, and Blake McDowell
who finished 11th with a time of third on the team and 36th in the
race, behind Flaute with a time
26:12.
"The team feels as if we of 27:03
should have done better, but,
Freshman Rob Glatz finished
overall, we did not do so bad." fourth on the team and 41 st oversophomore Mike Triola said. all, and ran a time of 27:08.

BG women's cross country crushes field of 14 teams with win
□ The women's cross
country team won the
Mel Brodt Invitational,
winning its second
race of the season.
By MARK W1ESE
The BG News
BG dominated the (ield at the
Mel Brodt Invitational.

The women's cross country
team competed with 14 different
teams at the Mel Brodt Invitational on Saturday. The Falcons
won the meet with a score of 27.
Big Ten opponent Michigan
State was the closest team to BG,
coming in a distant second with
a score of 51. Following them,
rival Miami had a score of 102 to
take third.
"The team's performance on
Saturday was very strong,"

coach Steve Price said. "All of
the runners' times were much
improved."
Overall BG finished strong,
with the team taking lour out of
the top six spots. Sophomore
Christine Thompson came across
the finish line first with a time of
18:02.
"The win felt really good,"
Falcon runner Christine Thompson said. "It provided the team
as well as me with a huge lift for

the upcoming meets."
Thompson has been the top
runner for the Falcons so far this
season. Wendy Licht-Ordway,
who finished third with a time of
18:06, is also helping BG to victories this season.
"Christine Thompson has
improved tremendously this
year," Price said. "She seems like
a whole different runner compared to last year."
Thompson ran very well on

Saturday but is still looking to
improve for the upcoming
meets. With big meets coming up
in October, Thompson and the
rest of the team are trying to
keep improving their times.
"I'm happy with winning the
race but I am still looking to
improve my times this season,"
Thompson said.
Hanane Sabri competed in
this race after coming back from
racing in Italy last weekend. She

was not at one hundred percent
this Saturday, fighting against illness throughout the race.
"I was not feeling well on Saturday," Falcon runner Sabri said.
"I hope to be ready to race next
weekend at Miami."
The Falcons are looking forward to the rest of the season.
They competed very well over
the weekend and hope to carry
this momentum into Miami in
next weekend's meet.

Bradley's Glinton beats Bowling Green on game's only goal in second half
□ Bradley stays undefeated with a 1-0 victory over the Falcons at
Mickey Cochrane
Field.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
Bradley forward Gavin Glinton has been hot and Bowling
Green found out the hard way.

With 5:35 remaining in a
scoreless game, Glinton dribbled
through six Falcon defenders
before blasting the game's only
goal past BG goalie Scott Vallow
yesterday at Mickey Cochrane
field.
Glinton got the ball outside
the penalty box and drove in and
around five defenders. Vallow
approached to cut down the
angle, but Glinton's shot went
just right of him. Glinton has
scored eight goals in the past

seven games for the Braves.
"All the credit goes to
Bradley," coach Mel Mahler said.
"They found a way to win."
The loss to Bradley (5-0-2) was
the first home loss for BG. It was
also the second 1-0 loss of the
year for the Falcons. Furman
beat BG 1-0 on Sept. 4
BG had stopped Glinton and
the Braves offense for most of the
game until the goal.
The Falcons (3-2-1) controlled

the tempo and the shot count for
the entire game. BG outshot
Bradley 26-8. But, of the 26 shots,
only 10 fell in the hands of
Braves goalie Adam Gross.
Many of the Falcons' shots
came from outside the penalty
box. On its comer kicks, BG had
seven opportunities to Bradley's
one, but couldn't get any near for
a scoring chance.
"A lot of our shots were taken
a good 30 yards out if not more,"

midfielder Chris Kraft said. "We
were getting free in the middle
and hitting shots but they were
going over (the crossbar)."
Both teams battled to a standstill in the first half. In that half,
two of the Braves shots hit the
left post, but Vallow and the Falcon defense cleared the ball.
BG had opportunities to score,
but couldn't come up with clear
shots. The Braves defenders
deflected shots while a leaping
Gross jumped for saves to keep

BG feet off the ball.
"I'm sure we outplayed them
in every single category except
for the one that mattered," Vallow said. "We'll come out Tuesday put this behind us and get
ready for a long trip to Maryland."
The Falcons travel to Baltimore for the Loyola Fila Classic
on Saturday and Sunday to play
George Mason and Loyola (MD).
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Falcons collapse 5-2 to Eagles
□ A veteran Eastern
Michigan team hands
BG women its first
MAC loss of 1998.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
YPSILANTI, Mich. — The second-year
Bowling
Green
women's soccer team has taken
many steps this year.
However, the team knows it
needs work on playing BG soccer

for a full 90 minutes.
Sunday, the Falcons came out
flat in the first half just like in the
Toledo match Thursday. Eastern
Michigan took advantage, scoring three goals in ten minutes en
route to a 5-2 Mid-American
Conference victory.
In the battle of the birds,
approximately
65
minutes
belonged to the Eagles, including
that first half, while approximately 25 belonged to BG.
"This is a tough place to play,"
BG coach Tom Piccirillo said.
"It's a small field. It encourages a

pinball game out there. It's hard
to play a possession game."
B. J. Jones scored the first goal
for Eastern while Rachel Scmidt
added the next two to give the
Eagles their 3-0 halftime cushion.
Stacy
Gudorf,
Amanda
Kulikowski, Jenny Parviainen,
Jones and Robyn Maples all had
assists on the goals.
As in the 2-1 win over Toledo
Thursday, BG came out fired up
in the second half and put a lot of
pressure on the Eastern dribblers.
The result was a Falcon goal

by Michelle Lisy with 38:42 left
to reduce the Eastern lead to 3-1.
Autumn Harris and Cari Combs
were credited with assists on the
goal.
Less than 10 minutes later,
Krista Shamblin scored a goal on
a deflection off an Eastern player
to cut the margin to 3-2 with
29:23 remaining. Combs recorded another assist on the play.
"We know we're in shape
enough to be able to play a full 90
minutes," BG defender Meredith
Davis said. "During warmup, we
need to get our heads in the
game and go out real pumped

up. If we can do that, we'll be
sure to overcome any team."
However, Eastern put the
game away on goals from Amanda Kulikowski and Sarah Willis.
Leslee Sokol
assisted
on
Kulikowski's goal.
"I'm pleased with the way we
were able to come back after
almost blowing the thing," Eastem Michigan coach Paul Scicluna s.nd. "I told them (his players)
that we needed to get that first
goal. (But), they got the two
goals and we're fighting for our
lives. I hope we learned a lesson
not to dig a hole for ourselves."

Eastern plays Detroit, Western
Michigan and Central Michigan
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday
respectively this week.
The Eagles improve to 4-3
overall and 1-0 in the conference,
while BG drops to 4-3 and 1-1.
BG hosts Buffalo Friday and
Kent Sunday in two consecutive
MAC games. The Falcons play
their next five games at home,
which Piccirillo thinks will help.
"Buffalo comes in and they
have some confidence," Piccirillo
said. "They've been doing well."

Wallace explodes for five TDs
in huge Toledo win over WMU
□ Chris Wallace dazzles the crowd in the
#1 vs. #2 MAC West
showdown.
By PETE STELLA
The BG News

The teams had 11 punts
between them at half-time.
"I just looked up and saw a
huge hole and no one was coming at me so I decided to take it,"
Lindstrom said. "My coach told
me to be prepared if this situation ever happened but I
planned on taking one even
before the game started."

TOLEDO - Five touchdown
passes in less than 12 minutes,
massive hits, a one handed catch
for a touchdown and a fake punt
contributed to Toledo's 35-7 victory over Western Michigan on
Saturday at the Glass Bowl in
Toledo.

Player of the game Chris Wallace, Toledo's senior quarterback,
led his team to victory with 16
completions on 27 attempts for
274 yards and five touchdowns.
His five touchdowns tied a
school record for most touchdown passes in a single game.

Gabe Lindstrom's unplanned
fake punt on fourth down early
in the third quarter seemed to
give Toledo the momentum
swing that their offense needed
with the first half being a predominantly defensive game.

"Much of the credit for this
win has to be given to the
receivers," Wallace said. "When
you are playing division one college football, you're supposed to
get the ball to your receivers.
They ran great routes and got
open so my job was easy"

Wallace hit receivers Mel
Long twice, as well as Mace Freeman, Ray Curry and tight end
Isaiah Jackson for touchdowns.
Freshman place-kicker Todd
France connected for all five
extra points.
"This was a really great win
for our football team," Toledo
head coach Gary Pinkel said.
"Our defense played exceptionally well and we converted their
turnovers into points."
With the game being scoreless
at half-time, the third quarter
proved to be the turning point of
the game. The quarter started
with Lindstrom's 22-yard gain
for a first down on a botched
punt attempt and ended with
Chris Wallace throwing his five
touchdown passes in less than 11
minutes to give Toledo a comfortable lead.
"Everybody made big plays
for us down the stretch," Wallace

BG New* Photo/ TOD McCLOSKEY

Toledo's Chris Wallace escapes back to the Rocket's five-yard line from a Western Michigan
defender before getting off a pass off. Wallace tied his own school record by throwing for five
touchdowns in the Rockers 35-7 win. Four of Wallace's five TDs came within 12 minutes of the
third quarter. The Rockets led the Broncos 7-0 at the half, until Wallace picked apart the secondary. Western Michigan quarterback Tim Lester threw for 310 yards and one touchdown in the
game.
said. "We came together as a
team after half-time and played a
great second half. This was a
great boost for us after last

week's defeat at Ohio State."

ican Conference, plays Miami in
Oxford, Ohio next Saturday.

Toledo, who improves to 2-1
overall and 1-0 in the Mid Amer-

Indians lose last game at Jacob's Field, 5-3 to Royals
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND
- Bartolo
Colon returned to his All-Star
fbrm, and that gives the Cleveland Indians more options in the
postseason.
"Bartolo had all his stuff
today," Cleveland pitching coach
Mark Wiley said after the Indians beat Kansas City 5-3 Sunday
in the final regular-season home
game at Jacobs Field.
• "I was real pleased," Wiley
said. "He was pounding the

AH

\

strike zone, making good twostrike pitches and doing everything he needs to do to win."
Colon (14-8), who allowed
one run and seven hits and
struck out nine in seven innings,
won for the first time in more
than a month. He was 0-2 in four
starts since his previous win
Aug. 17.
Mike Jackson pitched a scoreless ninth for his 40th save.
Einar Diaz hit his second
homer since being promoted

Z H B 1
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from Triple-A Buffalo on Aug. 31.
He lofted a 3-2 pitch from Pat
Rapp (12-13) into the left-field
seats for a two-run shot in the
fourth that put Cleveland ahead
3-0.
Brian Giles drew a basesloaded walk from Allen McDill
to make it 4-0 in the fifth
Kansas City's Jeremy Giambi
hit a solo homer in the sixth, a
418-foot shot to right-center
Damon hit an RBI single in the
seventh.
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Why Join A Fraternity?
Fraternity men represent abou! 29c of the male population of America. Wh;ii is
happening to that 2%? They are lending this nation! Approximately 80% of the
executives of the 500 largest corporations in America are fraternity men.
^More than three-fourths of ihe U.S>r,
i Senators are fraternity men as are fa;
"-majority of the men listed in Who's Who'"
h-in America. Of the 17 U.S. Presidents who—'
had a chance to join a college fraternity.
13 look advantage of the opportunity. So
many college presidents have been
fraternity members that the total would
run into the thousands. A fraternity
provides a unique combination - it's a
family, it's a social organization, it's a
business, it's a home away from home and
it's an organization in which students can
develop confidence as they acquire
competence. The opportunities for
leadership are unlimited. The important
thing is that these principles of leadership
are learned through experience. This
experience teaches fraternity men that
success is not automatic - that knowledge
and performace arc what count most.
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Fraternity Recruitment Sept. 25 & 26 • Any questions call 372-2846
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Treasurer's Workshop
Wednesday, September 23
6:00 - 8:00 pm
Alumni Room, Student Union
Come and learn how to spend your organization's
money wisely!

Sponsored by
Office of Student Life
Division of Student Affairs

SEPS83 !ne

£

compiled from wire tourers

■ VOLLEYBALL ■■■■

Falcons lose 3 matches
The Falcon volleyball team
dropped three matches over the
weekend at the Days Inn/JMU
Volleyball Classic.
BG lost to Maryland Baltimore-County on Friday. The Falcons went up two quick games
but UMBC came back to take the
match, 15-5, 15-12, 11-15, 8-15,
12-15.
On Saturday, their first match
was against the St. John's Red
Storm. It took SJU four games to
down BG. Despite strong hitting,
the Falcons lost 18-16, 15-10, 915,15-8.
BG's final match of the weekend was against James Madison.
JMU defeated BG, 15-9,15-5, 159.
The Falcons begin Mid-American Conference play Wednesday
at Toledo.

MLB

Reds Sweep Cubs
CHICAGO — Sammy Sosa's
home run stroke disappeared for
the fourth straight game, and the
Chicago Cubs' spot atop the
wild-card race vanished as well.
Not that homers weren't flying out of Wrigley Field. Cincinnati's Bret Boone hit three of
them as the Reds beat the Cubs
7-3 Sunday.
Sosa went 0-for-5 and is in an
0-for-17 skid that has included
six strikeouts.
He hasn't homered since hitting a grand slam last Wednesday against San Diego and is
stuck on 63.
The Cubs were doubly disappointed — no homers from Sosa
after the pregame bash honoring
him and a frustrating third
straight loss to the Reds that
knocked them a game behind the
Mets for the wild-card spot with
just six games remaining.
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STANDINGS

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
CLEVELAND
INDIANS—
Recalled OF Alex Ramirez from
Buffalo of the International
League. Purchased the contract of
LHP Jason Jacome from Buffalo.
Recalled LHP Tom Martin from his
rehabilitation assignment at Buffalo and activated him from the 15day disabled list,
DETROIT TIGERS-Recalled C
Rob Flck and OF Gabe Kapler from
Jacksonville of the Southern
League.
National League
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Recalled
C Ben Davis from Mobile of the
Southern League. FOOTBALL
National Football League
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—
Released FB Ron Janes. Signed DL
Lemanzer Williams from practice
squad.
HOCKEY
National Hockejr League
CAROLINA PANTHERS—Signed
D Nolan Pratt to multiyear contract. Assigned D Nlkos Tsellos
and D Kevin Holdridge to Plymouth
of the OHL, D Francis Lessard to
Val Dor of the QMJHL. RW Jeff
Heerema to Sarnla of the OHL, and
C Josef Vasicek to Sault Ste. Marie

of the OHL.
LOS
ANGELES
KINGS—
Assigned D Konrad Brand to Medicine Hat of the WHL. D Jeff Katcher to Tri-Clty of the WHL. D Kip
Brennan to Sudbury of the OHL. C
Justin Paplneau to Belleville of the
OHL. G Alexey Volkov to Halifax of
the QMJHL. D Mathleu Blron to
the QMJHL. D Joe Rulller to
Rlmouskl Oceanic of the QMJHL,
RW Greg Phillips and RW Justin
Martin and D Jan Nemecek to
Long Beach of the IHL.
NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Resigned C Petr Sykora to a multiyear contract.
NEW YORK ISLANDERS—
Assigned D Jesse Black. RW Andy
Burnham. LW Brett Gibson. G
Frederlk Brind'Amour, G Jeff
Leblanc. C Chris Nielsen. C Jarrett
Smith to their Junior teams.
COLLEGE
FLORIDA STATE—Reinstated
Heather Kerby-Nelson. women's
soccer coach, who had been suspended since Aug. 26.
TEXAS A&M—Suspended RB
D'Andre Hardeman Indefinitely
from the football team.
VANDERBILT—Announced the
resignation of Pete Gaudet. men's
assistant basketball coach.

Vikings upend Lions
MINNEAPOLIS — Barry
Sanders for 6 yards. Sanders for
15. Sanders for 4.
Sanders for ... almost nothing
else.
The Minnesota Vikings held
the NFL's most feared running
back to just 24 yards after the
first two series and rattled rookie
quarterback Charlie Batch into
three turnovers on the way to a
29-6 victory over the Detroit
Lions Sunday.
The Vikings were especially
punishing against Sanders in the
second half, holding him to 12
yards on 13 carries as they pulled
away from a 6-6 halftime tie.
They did it by being patient and
nearly perfect in their run
defense, something they haven't
done much in recent years.
"You've got to be disciplined,
but aggressive," defensive coor-

dinator Foge Fazio said. "As
soon as you see him you go,
boom. You miss him, somebody
else will get him."
That's never easy to do, especially for the Vikings (3-0).He
seemed to be on the way again
after gaining 45 yards in the first
quarter as Detroit built a 6-0
lead, but that was nearly all
Sanders got.
That left the Lions (0-3) with
nowhere to turn as Batch struggled through his NFL debut,
throwing two interceptions and
losing a fumble that led to a
touchdown.
"You never dream of being 03," said Detroit offensive tackle
Ray Roberts. "Our offense just
isn't producing anything. We
didn't do much to create anything for Barry. But Minnesota
had a lot to do with that."

National Football League

National League
East Division

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Miami
New England
NY lets
Buffalo
Indianapolis

W
3
2
1
0
0

L
0
1
2
3
3

T
0
0
0
0
0

ret
1.000
.667
.333
000
000

x-Atlanta
New York
Philadelphia
Montreal
Florida 51
Central Division
x-Houston

Central
Jacksonville
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cincinnati
Tennessee
West
Denver
Seattle
Kansas City
San Diego
Oakland

3
2
1
1
1

3
3
2
2
1

0
1
2
2
2

0
0
1
1
2

0
0
0
0
0

1.000
.667
333
333
333

0
0
0
0
0

1000
1000
.667
667
333

Chicago
St Louis
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
Weal Division
x-San Diego
Sap Francisco
Los Angeles
Colorado
Arizona

Pet

01

72
62
105

L
56
69
83
94
327

.643
561
.465
397
491/2

13
28
38 1/2

W
99
87
7»
73
72
69

L
St
70
77
83
84
86

»d
631
554
506
468
462
445

Gl

W
96
83
79
75
62

L
61
72
77
82
95

Pet
611
535
506
478
395

GB

W
101

n

—

—

12
19 1/2
251/2
261/2
29

—

12
16 1/2
21
34

.clinched division title
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Dallas
NY. Giants
Arizona
Philadelphia
Washington

W
1
1
0
0
0

I
1
1
2
2
3

T
0
0
0
0
0

Pet

Central
Green Bay
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
CMoaa
Detroit

3
3
1
0
0

0
0
2
3
3

0
0
0
0
0

1.000
1000
333
.000
000

West
Atlanta
New Orleans
San Francisco
St. Louis
Carolina

2
2
2
1
0

0
0
0
2
2

0
0
0
0
0

1.000
1000
1.000
333
.000

soo

300
.000
.000
.000

Sunday's Games
Late Games Not Included
Minnesota 29, Detroit 6
Given Bay 13, Cincinnati 6
New York lets 44, Indianapolis 6
Miami 21. Pittsburnh 0
St Louis 34, Buffalo 33
Kansas City 23, San Dieeo 7
New England 27, Tennessee 16
Seattle 24, Washington 14
Tampa Bay 27. Chicago 15
Jacksonville 24, Baltimore 10
Denver 34, Oakland 17
Philadelphia al Arizona, (n)
OPEN: Atlanta, Carolina, New Orleans, SF.
Monday's Game
Dallas at New York Giants, 8:20 p m

Sunday. Sept 27
'
Arizona al St Louis, 1:01 p.m.
Denver at Washington, 101 p.m.
Given Bay at Carolina, 1-01 p m
Jacksonville at Tennessee, 1 01 p m
Kansas City al Philadelphia. 101 pm
New Orleans al Indianapolis, l.Ol p.m.
Oakland at Dallas, 101 p.m.
Seattle at Pittsburgh, 405 p.m
New York Giants at San Diego, 4 15 p.m.
Atlanta at San Francisco. 4:15 p m
Minnesota at Chicago. 4:15 p m
Cincinnati at Baltimore, 8:20 p.m.
OPEN Buffalo, Miami, New England, New York Jets
Monday, Sept. 28
Tampa Bay at Detroit, 8:20 p.m.

Uosuley a Oaaaaa
Philadelphia IGreen 6- 111 at Cincinnati fRrmluiger 8-15). 70S p.m.
Pittsburgh (Suva 6-5) at San Francisco (Rueter 15-9 . 10:08 p.m.
Only Games Scheduled
Tnntoy'aniaiii
Atlanta al Ftondu 705 pm
Philadelphia at Cincinnati. 7:05 p.m.
Montreal al NY. Mets. 7:40 p.m
Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee 8:05 p.m
Arizona at Colorado. 8:05 p. n.
Houston at St Louis. 8:10 p m.
San Diego at Los Angeles. 10:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at San Francisco 10:05 p.m

American League
East Division
.-New York
Boston
Toronto
BalOmore
Tampa Bay
Central Division
.-Cleveland
Chicago
KansaaOry
Minnesota
Detroit 61
West Division
Texas
Anaheim
Seattle
Oakland

W
106
86
83
78
62

L
47
68
73
76
92

Pel
493
558
532
506
403

GB

W
87
75
71
66
95

L
67
80
83
89
391

Pet
565
484
461
426
27

CB

W
83
82
72
71

L
72
72
81
84

Pet
535
532
.471
458

GB

—

201/2
24 1/2
28 1/2
441/2

12 1/2
16
211/2

—

1/2
10
12

.-clinched division title

Monday's Games
Tampa Bay (Saunders 6-14 and Wade 0-0) at Boston (Saberhagen 14-7
and Wasdin 6-4). 2,5 p m
Baltimore (Erickson 15-12)at Toronto (Clemens 19-6). 705 pa
Cleveland (Nagy 14-10) at New York (Pettitte 16-10), 735 p.m.
Detroit (Powell 3-8) at Kansas City (Barber 2-3), 805 p m.
Chicago While Sox (Abbott 3-0) at Minnesota (Tewksbury 7-11), 805
p.m.
Texas (Stottlemyre 4-4) at Anaheim (Sparks 9-3), 1005 pm
Oakland (Heredla 3-2) at Seattle (Fassero 1212). 1005 p.m
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland at N.Y Yankees, 105 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Boston, 7:05 p m.
Baltimore at Toronto, 7:05 p.m
Cleveland at NYYankees. 735 p.m.
Detroit at Kansas City, 80S p.m
Chicago White Sox at Minnesota, 8:05 pm
Texas at Anaheim, 10O5pm
Oakland at Seattle, 10O5 p m

Dad wants to know why you haven't had your
SENIOR PORTRAIT taken yet?

to schedule a sitting.
It only takes 15 minutes and you can charge
the $6 iee to the Bursar (Thanhs Dad!)
DONT BE LEFT OUT OF THE 1999 YEARBOOK!

page ten
Tutor availab*t m phyves, chemistry, math.
geology. — ronomy. Call Steve «1353-2022. _
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PERSONALS
Attention Organ rational
TrMtUTM
Com* to the Treeeurert Workshop to leam
how to «pand your money wisely! Wad. Sapl
23.6-apm. Alumni Room. Union.
BGSU student. tooKing tor female danca partnan tor practicing & learning swing dance. Call
354-7350 tor more into
Cellular Phonee
No credit check, no secunty depoiit
$80 tut includes: Motorola dip phone
battery, and charger 45 free ml ni*ee
Call (419)356-2005.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Criminal Justice Org*nluMon
M**nrvj:Werl Sept. 16»:1Spm 103 BA
GUMI Sputir Adult P*rd* Authority
E veryone Welcome.

Discover Europe Mormallon Mealing
• WMk Program In Franc* t Belgium
CMm In English
Earn BGSU CradHs
Raglalrallon a Financial Aid Into
Tua*. Sept. 22. IBM 9:00pm BA 1000
For Mo: Or. Chlttl*«nlttle@bgnet
or Halt Qndro|«o-mondr»e>bgnol
Final Days
Sanlor Portrait*
End Soon
OH Howl
S*r«or portraits wii loon oe over Donl be Ml
out ot t» Hialonc 1W8 Kay Yearbook. Portrsrta ara taken n both your dr*ss aorri*s and a
cap and gown me studio provides The sitting
will only take about 15 minutes and your momones will last tor*v*r The low to lee can be
charged through in* bursar. Portraits are taken
m 28 W**t Hal (basement). Pleas* cal
1-800-969-1331 m advance to schedule a siting.
•Portraits mak* great Christmas gilts*
FREEBIESFREEBCSFREEBIESFREEBIES
Want to know more about birth control, STO's
and women's health'' Th*n com* see Or. Tamara Hawaii. 06/GYN Firsl 150 people get
FREE stun Wed Sept. 23 7:30pm MAC COW
Room. Ouestwns'7? 372-WEIL (9355)
FREEBtESFREEBIESFREEBIESFREEBIES
LACROSSE
PracBO* 4-6 Monday
or call

■MM

Sanlor Portrait*
End Soon
Senior Portra Ha
bid Soon
Carl Won Studio* Is now on campus taking
senior portraits Irom 1uem-6pm daily. Any
senior graduating m Dec.. May. or August
should attend Portraits are t*k*n in your dress
Ooth*s and in a cap and gown provided by tie
■tudro. Sessions take about 15 minutea and
the 18 sitting lee can be charged 10 the Bursar
Please call 1 800-988■ I 338 to schedule a sitting. Portraits tak*n in 28 W*st Hall. Don't be
Ml out ol lh* Histonc 1999 Key Yearbook..
WOMEN'S HEALTH FAIR
lnterest«d in Boding out more about Women's
Health? Want FREE into? Over 20 Exhibits'
Women's Health Fair
Wednesday. Sapl. 23. 11:00-3:30 in tront ol
Union Be therel

SERVICES OFFERED

Congratulations to Mohele Dowting on winning
the Boomboi from Renrull Staffing Services at
the BG Merchant Fair. Come see us beginning
Oct. 1 at 1 244 Ridgewood O Suite4
Final Day*
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Call Mow!
Senior Portraits wiB soon be over. Don't be left
out ol the Historic 1990 Key Yearbook. Portraits are taken in both your dress clothes and a
cap and gown the studio provides The sitting
will only take about 15 m.nules and your memories wil last torever. The tow $6 sitting lee can
be charged through the Bursar. Portraits are
taken in 28 West Hall (basement). Please cal
1-800-969-1338 in advance to schedule a sitting.
'Portrait make great Christmas gifts'
Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
BO'S and 90s dance
WTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOfi
FLAG FOOTBALL AND CE HOCKEY APPLY
IN 130 PERRY FCLD HOUSE AND PICK UP
AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST BEFORE SEPT. 29TH AT NOON MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINIC FOR FOOTBALL.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PERRY FCLD HOUSE: SEPT. 28-C 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL. SEPT. 29-W. C FLAG
FOOTBALL; SEPT 30-M FLAG FOOTBALL;
OCT.6-GREEK8INDP CE HOCKEY.
Now open Campus World Travail
Airline tickets, spnng break trips
ratling trips, sking trips 352 7889
Senior Advisory Council
Looking tor Seniors who want to become campus leaders, build their resumes, and give
■way scarl
Contact Paul & 372-7702
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Senior Port raits
End Soon
Cad Wolf Studios Is now on campus taking
santor portraits Irom I0an>6pm daily. Any
senior graduating in Dec, May. or August
should attend. Portraits are taken in your dress
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by fie
studio. Sessions take about 15 minutes and
the $6 sitting tee can be charged to the Bursar.
Please call 1-800-960-1338 to schedule a sitting. Portraits taken in 28 West Hail. Don't be
left out of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook

Thursday's at KAMIKAZE S
Omars from 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers all night long

addition to our regular weekend classes. Call
lor student special information 352 5200
V«JC accepted

Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE S
swing coming

Pregnant'' Free pregnancy testa.
Confidential A caring
354-4673. BG Pr*gn*ncy Canto.
Profession*] Secretarial Service
(419) 353-5240-phon* and lax
Ottering *h* following services
to th* academic community
*Gen*rel typing and word processing
'Resumes and resume development
•Proofreading
•FAX services and Notary Public
•Rush S*nnc* and pickup delivery avail.
'Open 7 days and evenings
•Sehablaespanol
WELCOME BACK STLO€fJTSi-Hop*w*can
serve you soon'
■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•a*

N e wIove
Realty Rentals
I

S.

Main

bdrm .

Located
Newly
Cal

(12

apt.

Downtown.
decorated.
Allowed.

•VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR
A COMPLETE LISTING
FOR UNDERGRADUATE.
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING!

Hip:"** ••■rt- Itiirrill) .can

332 Soulh Main Street
•^^S(our only office)
hrrd
3 5 2-5620

NEWIPVE
Rentals
>•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount
vW Student ID

• Oil Change $19.99'
"most vehicles
• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
B&B

Bowling Green. OH
353-252$

-RESPITE CARE PROVIDERPersons needed to provide shorMerm, temporary care for Individuals who have developmental disabilities Salary $5 50mr High
school diploma or GED required. Flexible
schedule. Application deadline
9/30/98.Interested persons please contact
Family Resource Coordinator al Wood Lane
School. 11160 East Gypsy Lane Road, Bowling Green. EOE.
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAKH 2 FREE TRIPS
ON ONLY 15 SALES and EARN $$$$ Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas, Florida. Padre) Low
Pncesl Free Meals. Parties A Meals' "Limited
0
*
f
•
r
1800 426-771 OAvww.sunsplashtours com
BLAKELY ASSISTED LIVING CENTER CUR
RENTLY HAS TWO PART TIME POSITIONS
AVAILABLE FOR PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANTS. FLEXIBLE HOURS, EXCEPTIONAL
PAY AND BENEFIT PACKAGE. WE ARE
LOOKING FOR MATURE INDIVIDUALS
THAT CAN WORK INDEPENDENTLY IN A
RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT. EXPERIENCE WITH OLDER ADULTS PREFERRED.
BUT NOT NECESSARY PLEASE APPLY AT
600 STERLING DR., N. BALTIMORE OHIO
BETWEEN 900AM ANO 5 00PM EOE.
BLAKELY CARE FACILITIES CURRENTLY
HAS OPENINGS FOR PART-TIME ACTIVITIES ASSISTANTS. WE ARE LOOKING FOR
ENERGETIC. OUTGOING INDIVIDUALS
WHO CAN WORK INDEPENDENTLY IN A
RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT WITH OLDER ADULTS PLEASE APPLY AT 600 STERL■NG DR.. NORTH BALTIMORE. OH. EOE.
Cashiers. Barney's Conveneince Mart $36
starting pay. college tuition reimbursement,
flexible hours, 3rd shift differential, profit sharing, paid vacations, medical benefits, full A
pan-time available Apply at any slore
Eastwood High School, a local high school is
looking for a varsity asst. wrestling coach for
the upcoming season which is Nov. 1 • March
10. Paid position. For more information, contact John Obrock (athletic director) at
419-833-3611.
Help Wanted
Waitstaff. bartenders, and cooks Apply in person or call 823-0014. 100 W. Main St.. Has
km*. OH 43525 The Haskina Inn. 5 miles north
01 BG off state route 25
•New Restaurant Opening IHelp wanted immediately for Stone Ridge Golf
Club. All golf operations, food & beverage, A
grounds crew FuB 8 part time positions evWabte Please cal 353-4663.
Lawn maintenance and landscaping Full and
part-time positions available No experience
necessary 354-1923
Looking tor work that isn't food service? A & A
Inventory Service is now hiring We provide
complete training and a unique work environment. Call 800/533-7861 tor into A application
appointment.

HAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREE! USA Spring Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
packages and is currently acceping applications tor campus sales representatives. Call
v888-SPRING BREAK.
New retail shop. Pleasant surrounding. Must
be dependable, outgoing. Available some
weekends and evenings. Can 352-6817
Orgamst needed Hosanna Lutheran Church.
Kellogg Rd, Grand Rapids OH. Call
419-632-lCMi or email bnngman^ijoo com

Wednesday s al KAMIKAZE'S
Kanok* with Rich Mentis
Irom 10-2

Pnmt cook. 12-20 hrs/wk.
P time bartender. BG Country Club
Please call 352-3100

HELP WANTED
$1,000 ■ WEEKLY!!
Stuff envelopes at horn* tor $2 00 *ach plus
Bonuses FT. PT Make $800. weekly.
guaranteed1 Fr** supplies. For details, send
on* SASE »: N-161, 12021 Wsslwe BSrd .
Sufi* SS2. Los Angeles. CA 90025

IMAGE

Palnler* help
Full or pan Dme
Call 352-2190
Pan Dme Student Employment
Are you looking lor part-wne employment ol 15
hours plus per week within walking distance 10
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled fob* In assembly, packaging, eic '
Rale ol pay Is SS.15 per hour. Apply In person
b**m*n n* hours ot »:O0sm and 5:00pm
(Mon.-Fn.) at Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc 4?6CloughSt.BGOH*3402.
Prol*ssional company a) seeking Market
Research interviewers. Evening & weekend
shifts available. Mutt b* able to work a minimum of 18 hrt/wk. Gain valuable mktg 1 pubic relations skills tS.SQttr. Apply at 13330
BisnopRd or cat 352-811S*M. 208.
SPRING BREAK 9M
Cancun * Naaaau * Jamaica ' Mazatlan '
Acspulco • Bahamaa Cruls* • Florida •
Soulh Padre Travel Free and make tola ol
Caahl
Top rape are ottered lull-time Mad |obs
Lowest price Guaranteed. Csll now tor detall* I www.cl***lr*v*l.com 80O/a3XSl 1

AAAAtl Spnng Break Travel was 1 ol 6 small
businesses In the US recognized by Better
Business Bureaus for outstanding ethics in He
marketplace! apn ngbreaktravel.com
1-600-67^6386.
CARS $1004500
Polio* impounds.
Hondas, Crwvys. J**ps A Sport
UHties MUSTSELLI
1 800-522 2730 > 4558

G {/>

Come see *n affordable 2 bdim 14 i 72 mobile home. $11,500. C*v*l*ar A.A Green. Jo
LOO realtor 352-5331, VM 43 or 352-0937.
Gibson ES 335 electric guitar, showcase edition. Peart colored, a steal for $800 Call anyem*. 352 9974.
PRIME STAR lowest install price!
S*rvc*i*100%!r**
Call now at 1-800-376-4966
PrirrtMlar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
$49.00r$86.00 one Sme payment
$25.99 programming Rebates
Mamktnano* Free Special Offer?
Cal Now! 1 800 580 2765

Spnng Biaak '99-Sell trips Earn cash A go
tr**lll Student Trawl Services is now hiring
campus r*p*. Lowest rates to Jamaica. Mexico, and Florida. 600-648-4840 or
www.ststravel com

Trek 7000 Moutain bike. 22" aluminum frame.
Exoslsnt cond. $350 OBO. Cal Steve at
352-2535. Mpill4vtftvhlew.com

Tutors needed Math, or FIN. ACCT. Physics.
ENG. Bid. CHEM All subjects Disability setvices. 372 6495. ask lor Peggy.

FOR RENT

VAN DRIVER Part tim* position to provld*
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the age* ol 21 65.
hav* a valid Ohio driver's license and an enoellent dnvfig record Submit resume to P.O. Boi
736, Bowling Green. OH 43402. EOE.

[••]

2 BDRM furn apt. dose to campus
Includes utiiiti**. grad students

welcome 353-5074.
2 bdrm. furnished apts.
352-7454

WANTED
Need 1 to subls 2 bdrm apt. S200/mo Fum..
newly carpeted. Own room. Water A gas ind.
in rent. Close to campus. 353-7462.

FOR SALE
1987 Buck SkylarkrSOX miles on engine
Power locks and mora/$900 or best ofler. Call
35^1120.

217 South College- IS blocks from Hanna
Hall. 3 BR Hous*. 12 mo. lease, tenants pay all
mil., sec dep., parental guarantee req„ no
pelt. $57S<mo. Rent cotected quarterly.
Available immediately
Fof nvor* Information or to sign a lease.
contact Arbor Enterprise* at 354-2854.
Locally owned end managed.
Occupant Needed Immediately
2 Mlf subieaura. *ach gets own room.
Acrotl s»**t from Big Shots. 536 E Wooster
Pleas* call 353-9274 lor Brian or Tony.

1996 Dodg* Neon, aucmalc, 2 dr. coup*, bk
with grey nlenor. Sun tool. Ipoeer, AWFM
cass stereo, oxcefl cond 1 owner car. w*l
maintained. $6500. Call 419-672-4560
35mm Camera Minolta Max«um 7000i lens,
flash, accessories. $500 includes even/thing.
Please leav* message & will consider oHers.
354^438

S 73

Call 419-696-2733
Subleaeer n**d*d Own bedroom in apartment, near campus. Call Jeremy 352-1476.

Ncwlovc Realty Rentals
•lIxInnFREEiiASIIEAT,
WATER & SEWTR
* I iMlnnw/tkMililr LR
& rnr N\I (M »r« h

AAAA.! Earty Specials! Panama City! Room
with kitchen $i29t Includes 7 Free Parties1
Daytona $149 New Hotspot-Soufh Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $1491 spnngbraaktravelcom 1-600-678 6366

2 >

* I Ixlnrmrr

(krWnllAVIllHNIk—>s

AAAA.i Early Specials' Cancun A Jamaica! 7
nights An A hotel From $399* Includes Free
food. Drinks, Parties! 1996 Better Business Bureau Award Winner I spnngbreaktravel.com

*(2) 2 btlrm houses
■ Erf if x tiled over
downlinviiMiircN

1 600«76-6386

^"»*7

[••]

Sublaattr Needed Immediately
Low Rent across from campus

AAAA.I Early Spnng Break Specials' Bahamas Party Cruise! 6 Days $279< Includes Most
M**lsi Awesome Beaches. Nightlilel Departs
from Florida! 1996 BBB Award Winnarl spnngbfoaklrave! com 1-600-678 6366.

"

Watch BG 24 News!

<

NEWS
KOVVI INl» «..•'! I r*

Weekdays at
5:30. 10:30, and 7:30am
on cable channel 24.
STARTS TODAY

0 ■<=

5 DO

INEWIPVE

community on Bowling Green's
only live television news source!
'4 Ouesoons/Story Ideas 37g.£997

VST OLNt OFFICE FOR A
COriPLETE LISTINC1 FOR
UNDERGRADUATE.
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR
NEW WEBSITE:
hMpyAvvvw.ncwlovcrc6i1g.corn
^^^YY2 Soulli iliiin Slrrrl
*^j*i^
(otironliioftkr)
STTS
352-5620

See wtisl's happening in the
campus and surrounding

►'

Rentals

THE DAILY NEWS

HOT OFF THE PRESS!
^referred Properties Co.
530 S. MAPLE ST. • 352-9378

ssssssssssssss

Front and
Center

$
$
$
$
$
Tuesdays 6-8 p.m. $
WBGU 88.1 FM. •
with
Jocelyn and Tanii

Call in 372-28261
e

$

OR VISIT

OUR NEW WEBSITE

$2000 Tuition Reimbursement
UnNed Parcel Service
We are currently looking for permanent parttime employees who are interested in wonting
from 3 to 5 hours per day.
WE OFFER
"Exceiient entry level pay of
$8.50/19.50 par hour, and can earn
up to $12.45413.45 par hour with
progression.
'Full time benefits tor part time work!
'Advancement opportunities I
"Hoi-days and weekends ofll
Call (419) 891-6820. EOE.

LOVE TOTEACH?
Kaplan, the leader in test preparation, will be
holding auditons next week tor energetic A
dedicated people interested in pi-time leaching
positions. II you score high on standardized
tests A want to help others achieve their potential, can Kaplan today at i 888 KAPLAN2 or
check out our website at www.kaplan.com.
ECCIvVF

SPRING BREAK PLAN NOW
Cancun. Jamaica. Mazatlan.
t S. Padre. Early bird savings
unM Oct. 31. Campus safes reps
warned. Earn free trips * cash
1 eOO.SURFS.UP
www.studentoxpress.Gorn

AMP at this raw oner" SKYDIVE B.G.. just
10 min. Irom campus « now offering a Brat
jurnpona day dass during tie week (M-W-F) in

114
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The BG News

This week's lopic:
Student Employment

s$$ssss$ssssss

Now Leasing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternative Clothing
Beaded/Hemp jewelry
Clove Cigarettes
Incense
Unique Candles
Class Curios
Tapestries
Stickers
Posters
200+ Tees
Ecuadorian Sweaters
wool Cloves and Slippers
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)

Mon- Sat 11-9 Sun 12-6
354-0176

Piedmont - 2 Bedrooms, Patios & Decks,
Laundry in each building
Mini-Mall - 1 Bedroom Apartment
+ efficiencies
All residents receive a membership to
Cttaiiywood H*MRti Spat
(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna. HydraSpa. Whirlpool.
complete exercise equipment, complete
16

locker room and shower facilities )

Ki

Attention Students?
Are you looking for a way
to get involved??

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS--354-2260
APARTMENTS

FOR

RENT

• 602 Second, Furn. Eff. $260. per mo.
• 602 Second. 1 BR. Fum. Apt. $300. per mo.
• 610 Second. 2 BR. Fum. Apt. $350. per mo. and up
• 828 Seventh, 2 BR. Unfum. $423 per mo.
• 724 S. College, 2 BR. Unfum. $400 per mo. and up
• 831 Seventh, 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
• 751 High St. 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
"Length lease negotiable*

[••]
The University Activities Organization 15 now
accepting director applications for the
following committees:
Contemporary Issues, Cultural Awareness
Outdoor Recreation, and Service.
Applications can be picked up in the UAO Office
(330 Student Union). They are to be returned to
Jacki Kenny no later than Wednesday,
September 23,1998 at 5:00pm. You should sign up
for an interview when you return your applcafjon.
'Director positions are open to full-time students who are
second semester freshmen or higher.

%<

